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CRAPIER

INTRODUCTION

The labor market problems of high school dropouts are well

krown--higher unemployment rates, lower earnings, and a less

favorable occupational distribution as compared to high school

graduates (Tables 2-4), It is perhaps :rising that a

relatively large number of yo--A, people continue to leave school

thvt a diploma - -over ten pe cent of whites and more than. eighteen

percent of blacks (Table a)--despite the considerable money 'spent
ft

on stay-in-school campaigns.

Although the figures in Tables 1=4 are illuminating from a

descriptive point of view, their gross nature precludes their use in

determining whether or not the lack of schooling actually causes the

below average labor market performance of dropouts. That is,

graduates may achieve a larger degl-ti of labor market success not only

because of more schooling, but part or all of Cher success may also

be due to more favorable personal and/or environmental factors that

are d both to the likelihood of obtaining schooling success.

There has been one4lrevious stud [ 7achMan (1971)] that

analy d the dropout-graduate earnings differential 4n a multivariate

_

framewoi Those researchers concluded that dropping out was over-

rated as a vrobler its own right - -it was merely a symptom ,of more
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Table l Percent of Population Who Have Left
School Without a High School Diploma
(1915) by Race and Sex:' individUele

14-24 Years of Age

Race and
Percent without

diploma

White males 9.9

Black males 18.1

White females 11.0

Black females 18.9

Source: U.S Department'ofHealthilducation, and
Welfare, National Centee for Education

Statistics. Ttie Condition of Education,

1977-edition. Vol. 3, Pt, 1, p. 197,

table 4.12.

Table 2: Unemployment Ratels,Aarch 1916 by

High School Completion Status
Individuals 18-24 Years of Age

r---

. Years of high

school completed
Unemployment rate

less than 4

4 '

24.4

14.8

So- U.S. Department of Healh, Education, and
Welfare, National.Senter for Education
Statistics.' The COedition of Education,

1977 edition. Vol.V3, Pt. 1, p. 221,

table 5.17.
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Table 3: Median Total'Money Income in 1975 by Righ

School Completion Status and Sex: Individuals!
18-24 Years cif Age (Year Round Pull-Time

Workers)

Sex and years of
high sc hool completed

Median _n o_ --

Males .

Less than $7

4 $8,1

Females
Less than 4 5 0

4 $5 9

Source: U.S. Illiartment of Commerce, Bureau of

Current Population Reports, Cons e

P-60, No. 105, 1977, table 47.

le Census .
ome, Series
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Table 4: .Occupation of Employed High ScAool Graduates and
Dropouts, October 1976, by Race: Individuals

16-24 Years of Age (percentage distributions)

Occupation
`-------1""%------122----------,rutsGra

Blacks and
Whites

other

Blacks and
Whites where

Total 100 100 100 100

White-collar workers 48.4 42.2 13.2 10.2

Professional and
technical 10.7 8.8 1.0 1.7r

Managerial 5.1 1.7 2.0 .9
Sales 6.3 4.3 3'.7 .9

Clerical 26.3 27.4 6.5 6.7
Blue-collar wprkers 36.0 37.3 63.9 52.5

Craft '12.2 5.5 16.6 8.4

Operatives 13.0 19.2 26.6 22.3
Transportation workers 3.4 3.5 5.8 6.7

Laborers (except farm
and mine) 7.14 9.1 14.9 15.1

.Service 12.8 18.9 17.3 29.6

Private household
workers .7 1.3 1.3 3.8

Other 12.1 17.6 16.0 25.8

Farm 2.8 1.4 5.6 7.8

A.M.Source: -Young, A "Students, Graduates, and Dropouts in the
Labor` Market, October 1976." Monthly Labor Review,
Vol. 100, No. 7 (July 1977), p. 42.
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basic problem. That study, however, was plagued by extremely small

_ple sizes, a short time frame, and crude con for work

experienc.
1

The purpose'vf this study is to present further evidence on the

economic consequences (if any) of dropping.out of high school. The

effect of schooling over time on four measures of labor market

success is investigated: hourly rate or pay, occupational prestige,

and the incide_ e and duration of unemployment. While these

measures of labor market success are obviously not exhaustive of the

economic returns to a high school education, they do provide more

0

.
dimensions than are typical of "economicsofedupation" studies.

In addition to preGenting four criteria of labor market success,

this study goes substantially beyond what has been done in the vast

literature on the economic returns toc:hoolIng. First, a national

probability sample of white and black respondents of both sea__s (the
11.

National Longitudinal Surveya) provide the data for the analysia

These data allow for broader generalization of the results than most

previous studies, and permit interracial and intersex comparisOn.q.

1--The consequences of dropping out of high school were not the

major focus of the Bachman study. That study primarily addressed the

correlates of early school withdrawal.

'Perhaps the most serious omission in this tud is the

impossibility of explicitly considering the option to attend college

that exists for high school graduates [see, for example, Weisbrod

(1962)]. In addition, because this study focuses on the labor market

returns to schooling, any "consumption" value related to schooling is

Sc ighrec,L
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Second, a host rpersonal and environmental variables is used to

control for differences in the characteristics of graduates and

-dropouts, and thus to allow unbiased estimates of the effect of

years of schooling on jabor market success.

Finally, a three - equation recursive structure is employed to

determine not only the direct effect of schooling on success, but

also schomlin indirect effect =. In addition to the success-

measures themselves, the model used in this study treats the receipt

post-school training and length of job tenure as endogenous

variables. 7onventionthl analyses of the economic returns to schooling

"hold constant" training and tenure, which understates the

contribution of education to success if years of schooling are

associated positively with training and tenure and the latter

variables bear a positive relationship to success.

The policy implications of this study are significant. Not

only Is the educational decision the most fundamental human capital

choice an i.di idual but educational outlays are one of the

largest expendi_urs in fh public sector. For individuals to

evaluate -tiviy the economic payoff to schooling, the

consequences of terminating this investment must be more fully

understood. Indeed, it is possible that the "stay-in-school"

c actually misguide individuals by overstating the labor

market acdvant.ages of a high school diploma. Similarly, this

Information i c v

rmat

to policy

-ial

-!-rned with prom-

policy ma_
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is the source of the labor market advantages (if any) associated

with completion of high school. For example, if the findings of this

study suggest that schooling per se i.e., the direct effect of

schooling) has,a minimal impact on the success measures, while

postschool training and length of job tenure (i.e., schooling's

indirect effects) have relatively large impacts, then human resource

policy may be more effective if directed toward encouraging

INdividuais to receive training and/or by encouraging greater job

tenure by making individuals more attractive to employers. On

the theoretical level, the resultsprovide an additional assessment

of human capital theory as an explanation of success in the labor

market, as part of the more general question of explaining the growth

and distribution of income over time

Flan or thetudy

The next chapter presents a discussion of the conceptual

framework underlying human capital analysis, including the research

questions addressed in this study and a review of the literature on

the economic no urns to schooling. Chapter III describes the research

design of the study, including the data source, variables, and the

model employed. The empirical results are presented in Chapter IV.

The final chapter nresen_s the 21-.:_ary and conclusions.
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Migure 1 shows why human capital investments differ ong

individuals. The demand curve in the figure is the marginal rate cif

return on the human capital investment. The rate of return depends on

he time series or. marginal returns

cost" (1 one varr'

rginal "production

direct expenditures) investment.

The supply curve iri Figure 1 shows the marginal costs of financing

the investment, measured the marginal cost of investment funds

i 1 I fa The equilibrium is found at the

intersection of the demand s Ti curve, where the marginal

rate _=. return eT,ials margina cost of investment. At this

fi e

PSt e

re

.i'ngh are maximized 07) units of human capital

J74-1r,' he ihdi vi 1. -1 faces

(-1

t :11
Uni,-

Apr crves3

Tri e=

Becker

of Human
Investment

in Hum



ato,;,:-Lot2 siLd onvirtnmenta, differences arion4

ihdoviduais, everyedJ: I f'ate 'he saim- suTTiy and demahl curves/

and each rationai person wf)d:id ihveut i ri tr1ti iarrie amount of Inman

capital: face differeht supply and

,he--the,:, with .swer duppiy or higher demand curves

ir more htimar tai'a that thors. Beirause the demand curve

repro5ent5 the nabt he.i-irn to ihvestment, its neight is a function

v 1 ii elna-st

motivation,

e.g., as health condition,

ire suppiy curve, ion shows the marginal aunt

of financlnr a uver ,evel of invetitment, is a function of the

The "ophcrtunity" factors

lr'erest rate fcr ihvestment funis that th-

vi 1.a,'d ,:emaLd .rve is represented by TemarnPo, OE

hamar cai!' te plirctiaseti="

:as shcw-n tort number of years of schooling and

ability pave a i-idth1 sant complementarity with earnings. That is
hiher ability persons are better able to convert a unit of education

eahhintst. Tr rst the ,1 -j
higher abilisy ie cbserve ompleting fewer years of schooling

than thot witl, lower a'Lllity-nowever, this result would conflict

with enniribai enilehso :=endwing a positive relationship between

measured ability an'.i years of school completed. Pause makes his point

in the following way: .1.7uppose that ear! :ngs (Y) were a function of

ability (A) anl schooling (.7)--

1(A [we assume that dY/dA > 1 and o/d S > 0].

:n this form the marg7Unal procduct of schooling, dg/15, is independent

of ability. This reoult Is not plausible because it implies that
people witn ow ability ha-se a greater incentive to invest in schooling

tne increase in yarnings from an increment of schooling is the
same f'or all, reraniless tf ability, rut the foregone earnings are

wreater fTr higher-atility per7cns.. Thus, this argument iiP14e9
that the earucitgo farstich is milzunecified unless abtv increases the

!'a3=1 -1:y '1=71,,=!% n7r,? tan

rise in -srt-:nity sist asstsiatesi with higher ability (Meuse -(1972)

1 =,
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individual faces, as well as a m-

finance the opportunity costs.'

of tPe individual's ability to

If the market forthumaz capital

investment funds were not segmented due to special subsidies, legal

estrictions on lending or borrowing, etc., the supply curve would be

a smooth upward sloping curve because of the increased difficulty ir

financing additional investment. In fact, however, the actual market

for human capital funds is highly segmented, as reflected in the

hypothetical supply curve in Figure 7

Txlves ment in hi -h School

in t _i specific cae of in .ht in high school, a more ate

representation cf.the human capital market is illustrated by Fl ure 2.

igidre differs from Figure I in that the supply schedule i.e , the

gmar ocotuf livesItment) in Figure 2 i smooth, upward s

curve because the marginal cost of investment of this level

sncoin,- function ' the student's ability to finance the

f7)regune costs are involved.
6

The demand curves

u lrs 1 OL Thus, prsrpns

ere-: ..2r7e..7, i.e., greater asu io -r 'flwer oust iv

greater opportunities invest in more years of schooling

thah do

She latter list inction is drawn by Solmon (1.970\,

7-_rere are ress costs for investment in a private
nih .1 u. h-,s, toe supply curve may be segmented in
toic ta,_
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"Abili

The relative bias introduced in the schooling coefficient when a

measure of ability is lert out of the earnin.w equation is a matter

some c4ntroversy The classic stance of human capital theorists

was that background influences were relatively unimportant because of

t.he overriding influence of the duration of schooling.8 Nevertheless,

it was clear that the well-known positive association between ability

and schoolihg on the one hand and schooling and wages on the other

suggeste a Lia)'; in one earnings equation if a measure of ability were

not Inluieo. Although meas%Ires Of ability were not generally

avaiae to vesti,catorc prior to the 1970's, some esearchers

followed Deni6on by arbitrarily attributing only two-thirds of the

cc,horliLw effect to edueatin and the remaining one-third

to genetic an.i scoal far!tors.

Ati

Wheh )r xy variat=ez for ability became generally available, much

effort went inttc octoal calculation of the effect of the "ability

al olath returns fron schooling. While there is a

wide rah4-,e ,:'beic4ticno in measured ..et,:,,rrs from ocnooling that follow

--o)rrectl=no for ani:ity, :::he of the estimates show a zero net ret-Jrn

hid. ast serious Oa...4'ot on the 7aliAit7 of human

4, I



a icacary c" the fihdingo rega4ping the ability

Liao, an rerted in an exceleht shrvey article by Welch (1975):

lint is summarize nine ifferent studies, finding t inclusion

of an ability measure reduced the schooling coefficient from to 35

percent (the cc trril t.eLncy app0ared to be about 10 percent).

Hanushek found that this average ochoolisc coefficient was reduced

as Out 15 percent wn,.ib a meaure of ability was included. Taubman and

reloroet a rtyht reihetlob in the schooling coefficient when

m0ai-4r0 art l was included and a reduction of 30 to 35

percent matnematicai ability was cant roiled Griliches and Mason

an a tv c isru Tf: at 1. 1 tLna an obnerve-d at an intermediate

no career, an nne was measured after all sOpolihg

tass former measure reduced the schooli

rrr':771 11 percent, while the , ter measure teduced

* ion t earnings by 13 to 17 percent.

fro,m tne f73regoing that controlling for ability in

orirnl nn 3 the caiculated schooling coefficient.

However. fh virtaa,i:y a:: ztulien the return to schooling remains

2ighifi3an p-cltive. Thus, the general consensus among economists

t' reasonably la llriliches (1977) argues

t5nat high eotimaoe,-; the ability bias are c'_ue to the interrelatiori

snip of ability wion other commonly omitted variables such as school

Hopkdb:i

matiVatiok, COn liner researchers uch as Cardell and

4,
4

eztimates of the abllit:" bias an the
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However, in a world of measurement error, here are pitfalls in

controlling for "too much" in earnings equations [see Welch (1975) and

Griliches (1977)S> That Is, by adding more and more variables into

the earnings function in order to control for possible biases, the

problem of measurement error gets more serious. This el-for is

potentially more damaging, than the original problem of the ability

bias. As summarized hr Griliches (1977):

Most of the discussion. . been asymmetric.
It has focused our thinking about potential

biases in the estimated [schooling
coefficient] and trying to guard against them
by adding "ability" or other types of variables
such as "background") to the original earnings
:unction. Hut excessive zeal can easily result
in serious downward biases in our estimated
[schooling coefficients]. This is particularly
true if, as is most often the case, our measures

schoolir4- are far from perfect, and especially
if they too are subject to random errors of
measurement 12 ).

:h any 2ase, a -tleanue n,f ability is used in this study to

minimize the mossitilitY nf the ability bias. However, the measure

id certaihl T-)11 perfe-t, and the possible omission of other

relevant variables must alsC be ackhowedged For example, measures

of "motivation" and school TTia'ity are hst included To the extent

that tne effeote o' theo- vaniales are net -picked on in the variables

(other than 5,:oheoling inluded in the model, the calculated effect of

sche':in on labor market success may be overstated.

md

is complementary to

a:_tder :_..-stment--ThveTtment it post-scnol

'S
(....LJ
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training:. iw types or not-school training can be identified;

formai institutional traihing procrr.s, and formal or informal

on-the-Mb training,

Wits regard to the former, increased educational attainment may

be expected to increase the probability of receiving training for two

reasons. First, e,raduation 4.-)rom high school may itself open avenues

of training that are Jlesed to dropouts. That is, a high school

diploma is a necessary credential for acceptance into some training

program:- :econl, rdie returns to training have been 'Mown to be

ratel posit t, l:ruse (1976) found that the payoff

to postesdhool traidlint: brorans for a group of young men was

relatei ts the amount of schooling that the men had

ssmple-ted priJr rneci7inr training. For e,ple, -t.he payoff to

an additional momth of trod ring had over three times the va4ue for

high r,radna*_ez Na:. for dropouts. Thus, schooling not only

enhances as Individual's productivity in market work, but it also

makes him or nor more efficient in other'activities as ve11.1° Krune

concludei by stating that his results ". .provide strong support for

the hypothesid that schooling enables an indtvidual to take advantage

of more vaivaLle post-dchool investment ac 1-ity, Weisbrod's notion ,

of the option value of oduration is thus reinforced and should be

considered in any cost- Benefit analysis of educational policy (pp. 16 -

17 ." Ihu failure to consider the schooling-training relationship

sd" rtur:.

10,



Rosen (1 views on-the-job gaining as an implicit market for

learning opportunities; "In effect, employers attempt to sell training

services as a way of inducing people to work for them and,

the price of such services is a lower initial wage (p. 333).

implication of Rosen's analysis is that workers progress through a

"hierarchy" of jobs with lesser learning content (and higher wages

over tune. In addition qem makes the point that graduates are

more likely than dropouts be accepted into jobs that promise

N
longer-term and later payoffs;

Thus,

There is no reason to expect individuals at any
given level of schooling to possess equal capacity
for learning, for some workers are more "able"
than others. Furthermore, differences in
[on-the-job training] may be systematically
associated with differences in formal schooling.
_School not only gives students higher. skill at
the time of entry into the labor force, but

also increase their ability to learn (p. 337)
0

graduates are more liklty than dropouts to haveS C

." invested in both types of post-school train ivities. nce

formal schooling is related positively to institutional and on -the -Job

t_

the analysiz_

ihvestmenf!s are treated as endogenous

ons in tale i etur`n to SchocIlLag

From work done by Walter 01 (1962) , one would expect the return

to schooling to be sensitive to the labor market conditions

year in which the ccross -scot ion is talon, 01 proposed a theory of

ables in

employment which rest _04 on the

factor . The

1 is a quasi-fixed

-nt costs of labor arise
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s by firms in hiring and training activities Workers

who have been invested in more heavily by the firm are less likely to

let go during a downturn in economic activity, and their wages will

be more invariant to cyclical fluctuations in demand than other

workers:

Firms may invest in hiring--to acquire particular
workers--or in specific training to improve
labor's productivity. The periodic rent,
representing the amortization of these fixed
employment costs, drives a wedge between the
marginal value product and th9 wage rate. The

relative magnitude of this wedge, measured by
the degree of fixity, differs among occupations
or grades of labor. In a sense, the periodic
rent forms a buffr absorbing short run
variations in a factor's marginal value product.
Thus, short run changes in product demands
lead 'to differential shifts rn factor' demands,

depending on the degree of fixity. Factors

with lower degrees of fixity will experience
relativelyigreater shifts in demand as the
result of any given snort run change in product

'demand. . . wol;ld predict a widening of
[occupational] wage differentials in a downswing

and a narrowing the upswing ,p. 5h3).

Thus, high school graduates (who are likely to be more heavily

invested in 1)7..

to have acc_arnulaned greater job tenure

dropouts, as having wage rates that less affected by the

prevailing economi

firm pouts) are again shown to be likely

(and less unemployment) than

conditi- ns. Therefore, observation of relative

wages (as between graduates and dropouts) at a given point in time

will like infliiienced by the state of the economy that time.

For that reason, schooling s effect on wages for the young men will

be investiga ed at tw pain in e--when the labor arket is

relatively n 1 tight (1_
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Thr7Screening_Effsce

up pone_ of screening "credentalism ") rests on the

premise that individuals and emplOyers have imperfect information.

Since etelOyers cannot initially obse 4g. credential

g., la school diploma) may be viewed by emplOyers as

indicating "trainability." To the extent that,,this occurs, years

of schooling may be. important as a screening device rather than as a

producer of cognitive job skills
11

Unfortunately the screening effect cannot be rigorously tested

without actually observing.the schooling process to see if skills are.

learned if successful completion of schooling merely identifies

personal h_keter ics that emploers are seeking (e..g., motivation'

ability, docility, etc.). From the viewpoint of the individual, the

difference is acaden those with higher levels of schooling Are more

lijcsly to be employed at higher ages. However, from the viewpoint

of piublic policy the differenc`is significant. If schooling is

only a screening device, educational expansion is unlikely to have

act on earnings because an increased flow of graduates will

__

12 _

simply promote upgrading of hiring standards. Although (as

previoU;ly mentioned) a dird/ct test of credentialism is impossible,

this study presents some indirect evidence regarding that hypothesis

by comparing,tpe returns from years of schooling with the returns

ion of high school.

11
The r view is that expressed by human capital theorists.

aug (1976).



Research Questions Addressed

This study focuses on the following research questions':

To what exte4 do high school graduates enjoy higher wages

greater occupational prestige, and less unemployment than high

school dropouts during the first thirteen years of exposure to

the labor market?

2., What is the source the labor market advantages (or

disadvantages) for graduktes? Is it the additional schooling

ker se that leads to greater success, or is the high school

diploma also associated with substantial indirect effects on

success through the increased likelihood of post-school training

and/or increased job tenure that graduates typically possess?

Does the state of the labor market at the time of the analysis

have any influence on measured wage differentials betwen male

graduates and dropouts?

Can any indirect evidence be gleaned regarding the "screening

hypothesis ?"

5. Are there intersex or interracial differences in 1-4 above?

There

iterature review

re two lines of related research bearing on the question

of the returns to,schoolin Economists have performed literally

hundreds of " ,return-to-education" studies, and a variety of

researchers have estimated multivariate "-age-functions.
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Rate-of-Return Analysis

This type _of analysis requires data on theirivate costa o

cpmpleting a given year of schooling and an estimate of the discounted

Value of the expected future earnings stream attributable to completing

that year. Estimates of the private returns to schooling are based on

age-earnings profiles-that are typical of individuals who hhve

Completed different levels of schooling. Because the direct

individual cost of completing an additional year of high school

lasuaq.ly zero, estimates of foregone earnings (i.e., the ssrn4ses that

an individual could have received had he or she performed market work

instead of attending school) represent the cost measure. The internal

rate of return is that interest rate which equates the present values

of the financial returns and the costs of that level of schooling.

Thus, differences in earnings associated with differtle vels of

schooling are attributed to investment in education.

Conceptually, the rate-of-return approach is very appealing,as

a guide to individual dcision making as -11 as to public policy.

In contrast to "earn ngs functions," the rate-of-return calculations

take explicit account of the costs incurred in attaining higher

13
levels of education. However, one must be particularly careful when

interpreting internal rates of return because of the severe

limitations inherent in such calcula-.1ons. The first problem

13_
-Under a set of rigorous, assumptions, the coefficient of

schooling in a log- - earnings function can be considered as a rate
of return (i.e., the costs of investment are considered). See
Becker and Chiswick (1966)

4.)
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. concerns the estimate of foregone earnings. As Parsons 1974) shows,

.foregone earnings are not identical to schooling time costs

since students will sacrifice leisure as well as earnings (p. 251)

Thus, foregone e understate schooling costs hence, calculated

tatkeltreturn are overstate4.

4._ a number of limitations confront the researcher on

the returns side of the calculation. First, the inputs for the

age-earnings profile.. are generally obtained from decennial census

data, which' provide distributions of income by age and level of

schooling. With some adjustmentsusually for taxes nd mortality,

but not for individual characteristicsthese observs Lions are

assumed to represent the expected future income histories of the

individuals. However, it is impossible to make reliable estimates
1

of the financial returns to education on the basis of census data.

The most serious problem is the bias introduced into earnings

equations when such variable.. as ability, health, family socioeconomic

status, and work experience are not included (i.e., the "omitted-

variable" problem),N That is, the return associated with, additional

schooling reflects not only the effects of the education itself, but

also the effects of variables related both.to schooling and earnings

that are not included in the earnings function, causing artificially

high calculated rates of returns. limitation is generally

recognized by authors of rate-of-return studies, but it is impossible

to control for those effects when using cross - section census data.

Inde I followed Denison by arbitrarily
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attributing only two thirds of the calculated schooling effect to

education and the remaining one-third to genetic and social factors.

Another limitation of rate-of-return studies stems from the fact

that they are b- e ilpon annual income data. This measure distort

upwardly the ",true" return to education because the number of years of

school completed is associated positively with hours of work and with

non-labor income. Thus, it is necessary to 'hold constant labor supply

decisions and non-earned income when calculating a rate of return [see

Lindsay (1971), Eckaus (1973), and Kohen (1973)]. In addition, annual

earnings are dependent on __employment experience as well as voluntary

labor supply decisions. In this study, hourly earnings are used as

the measure of monetary success, circumventing the problem of annual

income measures, and unemployment experience Is, analyzed separately.

In the following review of six well-known rate-of-return-to-

education studies, only the calculated _rates of return that are

relevant to the present study are presented. The results, surized.

in Table 5, differ primarily because of varying samples and controls.
1

sen (1963), using 1950 census data., calculated a before-tax

rite cif return of 18.b percent for a male completing twelve years of

schooling as compared with eleven years. When he adjusted for taxes,

the private rate of return for this group fell just over one percentage

point (to 17.5 percent). Hanoch (1967) estimated a rate of return to

high school grad a op (over 9 -11 years of schooling) for white and

the discussi pp. 1A-1.5.
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Stucational.

Renew (1963)

12/11 14.6 (Wore tax) ' Mmes gm Mortality, tames

17.5 (after tax)

Smooch (1967)

11 16.0 Northern White Males 1960 Can lin Sill and place of

18.8 Southern White Males... residence. hour'

22.0 Northern Nonwhite Males I Merited, marital

12.0 Southern Nonwhite Males Statue. tartly
Sike, region of
birth. mobility.

Nines. Tweeten, Redfern (1910)

12/9 -11 14=5 White Males 1960 concave DODO

24.6 Other Males

56.2 White Females 4'
Other Females

Eckaus (1973)

12/9-11 5.0 White Males in
specified occupations

1960 cons mOrtality, taxes.
Standardized to
2,000 hours worked
par Year

Sacker (1975)

12/8 16 White Males 1940 census taxes

20 1950 census

25 1956 CPS

PI 1954 CPS

Carnal and Msrentach (1975)

12/8 14.0 White Male. 1970 comas Mile rates adjusted

19.9 Slack Males for federal taxes.

15.1 White females -s boxed on

19.1 Black Females earnings rather than
income.

a Only selected rates urn e mown here.
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nOnVhite males in the North` aid South. Re ran linear regresVione

(using 1960 census data) to control for size and place of residence,

hours worked, marital status, family size, region of birth, Mortality,

And age. He found a rate of return of 164percent for Northern white

aduatea as com pared with 18.8 percent for Southern whit; graduates.

The cm arable figures for blacks were 22.0 and 12 percent. Another

study using 1960 census data is that of Hines, Tweeten, and Redfern

(1970). Rates of reMn to females, as well as to males, were

calculated. The rates of return to completing high school (over

9-11 years) were 14.5 percent and 56.2 percent for white males and

females, respectively, and 24.6 and 32.8 percent for nonwhite males

and females.

Eckaus (1973) also used 1960 census data and calculated a rate

of return after standardizing income for full-time, full-year

employment, taxes, and mortality. The income standardization process

led him to calculate a rate of return o only 5 percent for white

male graduates in specified occupations as compared with those who

completed only 9-11 years. Becker (1975) calculated the secular rate,

retun to white male high school graduates (compared with

elementaryelementary,srhool graduates) using census and Current Population

vey data. After adjusting for taxes he found that 1939 graduates

received a 16 percent return on their schooling investment, 1949

grad s earned 20 percent, 1956 completers had a 25 percent return,

and those finishing schoc

of ret

in 1959 enjoyed a 28 percent internal rate

arnuy qriA (1'7)75) uLled 197r census data
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and calculated a rate of return to white and black male and female

graduates icoopletion of 12 years over 8 years). The results, b Sd

on an estimate of earnings rather than income and after controlling

for federal taxed were 1.0, 199, 15.1, and 19.1 percent,

respectively.

The overall conclusion from the rate-of-return studies that

high school graduation is a profitable investment. The loves

internal rate of return calculated was 5 percentkwhile most sti> tea
4

were in the 10-20 percent range. Despite the aforementioned

limitations inherent in this type of analysis, a rate of return to '

high school graduation is calculated for the fbur race-sex cohorts

in this study. These results are presented and discussed in Chapter

Iv.

Other Studies

Other approaches that have frequently been used to estimate the

advantage accruing to schooling are "wage - function" studies and

similar analyses. These types of analyses typically oregress one or

more success measures -es, unemployment experience, etc.)

on R. variety of variables that are hypothesized to be related

success, Including schooling. The advantage of this approach

that measures of personal and/or environmental characteristics

be included as control variables, yielding more reliable estima

f the net effect c7f schooling on success. Of course, the wage-

f is not necessarily distinct from the

return ach; rate: of return can be en Cu 1 ted from



tics,,. as is in this study'. _n0e04,41rogt function can

_prOWidaa "refined" rate:of return to schooling because of the

possibility of controlling for measures of personal and enviro- ntal

_Characteristics.

However, there are two primary disadvantages of age -function

'studies. ,First, the researcher needs access to a large micrbdata

set, rather than the more easily ottainable census data. Second,

information regarding the sample must be available for a reasonably

long period of time (i.e. , tojinclude several years Of post - school

labor market experience for each individual or to have a large

sample of persons of different ageg) in order to allow reliable

estimates of the role of -shooling in a long-run labor market

perspective. For example, there are occupational differences in

returns to investment in education. That is, observed differences

in age-income profiles nay in part be due to differences in post

school human capital investments related to occupations .e.,

individuals may invest different amounts in -the-job training by

occupation). Since the individual at least partly finances such

investment in return for

income pr-

(1974) has est.imat.ed that these various age-income profiles will in

intersect rte about 6-9 years in the labor market

overtak

payoff [see Becker (1975)], age-

diverge for aEyen level of schooling. Mincer

nings

Trirket

4 point") At this point, the effect of idlucetion on

Kt n maxis,. Becaute the present study

'1 'h e r,

explores labor

is distort



minimized, allowing for more reliable estimates of the role of

schooling.

While there have been a large number of wage-function studies

29

that have incltided schooling as an independent variable, very few of

these have produced direct evidence on the labor market consequences

of dropping out of. high school. First, schoolingehas` usual been

included only hs a continuous variable, forcing returns to be equal

for every year completed. In addition, because most studies have

included individuals who have attended college, they have not made it

possible to get a precise estimate of the labor market effects of

completing high ehool relative to dropping out.

However, Bachman et al. (1971) used a multivariate approach to

ascertain the causes and consequences of dropping out of high school.

That st was based on a longitudinal analysis of 2,213 boys who

were in the tenth grade in 1966. At the time of the study's

publication, the group had been followedfor four years.

The strength of the Bachman study is the analysis Of the

,correlates of school completion. Three groups were identified:

individuals who dropped out before high school graduation (group 1);

persons who received a high school diplc a but did ngt attend

college (group, and those who entered college (group 3). The

three groups were compared along a number of dimensions, including

(among others):. f-:ily background, intelligence and verbal skills,

itudes toward school, s cial values, self`- esteem, delinquent

behavior, and 0(-cuipationa7. ttitudes and aspirations. While the
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the expected direc

oup along those dimensions were

the mean scores for group -rand group

reSpondents were at the ends of the scale and group 2 was in the

middle), unfortunately Bachman and his associates did not publish the

statistical significance levels of the differences. However, the mean

differences between group 1 (high schdol dropouts) and group'2 (high

school graduates) were not very large; the larger differences were

between groups 1 and 3 and between 'groups 2 and 3. For emir with

respe to IQ Bachman et al. concluded:

It is no sul-prise to find that those boys
who later became dropouts tended to score
below average on tests of intelligence and
academic ability that were administered at
the start of the study. What may be sur-

prising is that the differences are'reaily
not very large (about the equivalent of five
IQ points, on the average) between dropouts
and those stayins who did not go on to

college. The much larger differences appear
beteen those boys who later went to college
and all those who did not (pp. 171-2).

Since the present study does not have available as extensive an

array of personal, environmental, and social characteristics of the

aampie to use as control variables, Bachman's finding of relatively

small differences in these respects between dropouts and graduates

is comforting. To reiAate one of the conclusIons of the Bachman

s t u

from th

II J.n most respects dropouts so tery diffe

d their education with high school graduation; it

more often the coos who go to college who lly stand apart

l74)." Moreover, Bachman found that, on average, those who-

dropped out of high sohool could have completed this level of
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schooling if they had chosen to;.the,.averme high -school grade

received by dropoUts Was a "C,.' as compared with an average grade

f "C4"- toK high school graduates.15 In the light Of all this,
,

it is unlikely that the present study will stiffer from Sepiously

:biased schooling coeffieien s due to omitted variableS.
11,

The small portion of th Bachman study-that dee4t with the

Consequences o_ ropping lit of high school led those researchers to

conclude that male high school graduates did not fare substantially

brier in the labor market than dropouts. In that study, graduates

and dropouts were compared along four dimensions of labor market

success: rates of employment, come, jot status, and job

satisfaction. With regard to the first criterion measure, Bachman

and his associates found that dropouts were substantially less

likely than graduates to have been employed 30 or Mb e hours a week

(71 percent versus 87 percent). The remainder of the analysis was

confined to the 62 dropouts and 379 graduates who had been employ0

full-time ( .e., those who had been employed 30+ hours a week).

Before comparing the weekly income levels Of the two groups, the

sample was tratified by five categories o' labor market exposure'

becaute graduates had been out of school for at most two years when

the data were collected in 4970, while dropouts had had up to four

years of expeAence. Ho 'this stratification reduced the number

oT sample cases to less than 15 dropouts per cell. Nevertheless, the

15Bachman et al. (1971).



income analysis was carried out, and the conclusion was that there

was very little difference between the two groups (what difference

there was tended to favor thekdropouts ). the findings regarding ihe,"

remaining two success variables were mixed; graduates had mean

wereDuncan index
16 scores that were about 15 'percent higher than those

of the dropouts, while-dropouts appeared to be more satisfied with

their jobs than -ere graduates.?

Thus, Bachman and his associates concluded that the.lack of a
0

high school diploma did not appear hinder the lab

achievements o dropouts. Hovever4,as the previous paragraph has

indicted, this portion of the Bachman study suffered from several

major limitations. The authors acknowledged the problems of their

small sample sizes and the short time frame. Perhaps more serious,

however, were the crude controls for work experience theL used, for

this variable is extremely important in explaifting the early career

achievements of young men.17

16
This measure is, an index from 0 to 96 of the socioeconomic

prestige of occupations'. See Chiter III for a.detailed description.

17
See, for example, Grilich_s (1976).
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CHAPTER III

'RESEARCH DESIGN

The a Base

The data-used in this study .re from the Natn ai Longitudinal

Surveys (ILS) of the labor market experience of young men and young

women. More specifically, the data for the young men (aged 19-29 in

1971) are based on personal interviews conducted in October - December
, .

of 1971. Information regarding the young women (aged 19-29 in 1973)

is based on th January-March wave of personal interviews in 1973.1

The rich body of information on the personal and envirpnmerital

characteristics of the respondents included in the NIS makes this

data source ideal for an analysis of the labor market effects of

schooling.

The universe for this study consists of all respondents who had

left school between 1958 and 1970 (1960 and 1972 for the young women),

1The young men and young women comprise two of the four age-sex

cohorts included in the National Longitudinal Survey S. This ongoing

project is sponsored by the Employment and Training Administration,

U.S. Department of labor. Each of the four cohorts was represented at

the inception of the NLS by a national probability sample of approxi-
mately 5,000 individuals. The samples were drawn by the Bureau of the
Census (which: is also responsible for the field work) from the primary

sampling units (PSU's) that had been selected 6r-the experimentea
Mon=thly Labor Survey conducted between early 1964 and late 1966. In

order to provide statistically reliable estimates for blacks, a

sampling ratio for blacks three-to four times as large as that for

whites was used. For more detailed information regarding tiie NLS, see

Center for Human Resource Research '1976).

4



completed only 9-12 years of schooling, and were not enrolled in school

the time of the 1971(3) survey In addition, those respondents not

reporting info_ n -9
fit

one or more of the variable-- discussed

below were excluded. The results are based on a cross - section of the

reported responses to the dependent var

3
survey.-

The Model

A three-equation recursive model is

_he time of the

loyed to determine the

total contribution of schooling to the success measures (i.e., hourly

rate of pay, occupational prestige, incidence and duration of

unemployment in the past year) by treating post- school training and

length of job tenure as endogenous variables. The following

structural system is used:

1. Training ([schooling measures (SCH); experience
measures (E)P); personal characteristics
(P); geographic influences (G)1

,enure = g[schooli g measures (SCH); experience
measures (EXP); personal characteristics (F);
geographic influences (G); training (TR)1

-Exclusion of iNdividuals who have attended college has the effect
of understating the returns to high school because one advantage of a
high school diploma is the "option value" to attend college.

o be included in the analysis the individual must have had some
employment in the period prior to interview. Respondents
not meeting, the two-year requirement were excluded not by choice, but
because of data limitations: To the extent that a sample of recently
employed women is not a random sample of all women, a "selectivity
bias" ex. Th- effet Qf '7niS bias ,_:)n the estimated returns to

schooling io lizessej in Chapter :V, pp. 0-70. The two-year
requiremer:' hn ,):, the .7a.mpie of young men--mor_

than 99 percew ,f yo;.,th wh,, were out of school by 1969 were
-mployed at some -time between i969 and 197

4



-success = Jchooli::g measures (SCH)'; experience

measures EXP); personal characteristics (P);
geographic influences (G) training (TR);

tenure (TEN)]

The multi-equation specification of the model allows one to consider

the functional interrelationships among the explanatory factors. While

this approach is not unique, only a relatively small number of

economic studies in thi,.7, _irea involves estimating more than one

4
equation, although the trend i5 in this di ectio-

It is necessary o specify a structural system because

educational attainment is likely to have indirect effects on labor

market success through its influence on other human capital variables - -

namely, training and ter i As discussed previously, graduation

from high school may be expected to increase the probability that an

- individual will receive post-school institutional training not only

because of the increased returns from training accruing to the

graduate, but because the diploma may itself open avenues of training

that are closed to dropout,,- In addition, individuals holding high

school diplomas are expected to accumulate greater job tenure than

high school dropouts for two reasons. First, graduates are more

likely than dropouts to be accepted into jobs that promise relati

7,wn exam les co

Iriliches (1971 >)

5_
"Konen anl .fin i

years of scso
younr mere.

young women

oomp:ete

lti-equation approaches are Kohen (19 ) and

(17)70 found a positive relationship between
i receipt of post school training for the
1) founi a similar relati for the



long-term orb -the -,job raining with later payoffs. Second, dropouts

4.* more likely than graduates to suffer involuntary job separations.
6

In view of the well-known positive effect of training and

tenure on labor market success, holding those measures constant in

a single regression equation may obscure the "true" value of the

education coefficient ause of _hooling's possible indirect

effects on success through training and tenure. The system described

above allows detemination of the indirect effects of education as

well as its direct effects on the success variables; theu of which

is the total effect,

Mathematically,

IISCH

where:

es the following form:

alp alG a4EYP

TEN = 1F,CH 62: -r

succEss

el

f3TR e2

4EXF y5TR y6TEN e3

Receipt of post-school raining-- ummy variable.

TEN = Months of service with current or last employer.

_,lESS = Vector of the four labor market success variables,
(wage, occupational prestige, incidence and
duration of unemployment) .

SCH A vector of two schooling variables. The first is
a discrete variable indicating highest grade
completed, which takes the values of 9-12. All
respondents in the sample receive a value on this
variable. The second component of SCH is a dummy
variable which takes a value of 1 if the respondent
is a high school graduate, and zero otherwise.
Thus, the value taken by SCR for graduates is:

o:atin
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(coefficient or highest grade completed variable
x 12) (coefficient of dummy variable denoting
graduate). The value taken by SCH for dropouts
is: (coefficient of highest grade completed
variable x the number of years of school
completed).

= Vector of personal characteristics [(ability,
socioeconomic status of parental family, presence
of health limitations, high school curriculum,
marital status, presence of pre-school age
children (young women only), and months served

-e armed forces (young men only)].

of ge -aPhic characteristics [residence
the South (wage eqtations only), and residence
an El!,113A].

labor market experience variables.
The first is common" experience variable for
both graduates and dropouts. For the young men

6 measure is defined as the number of years out
of school; for the young women it is defined as
the number of years since leaving school that the
respondent worked six or more months. The range
forithese experience measures is one to thirteen
years.' In additi,-n to the "common" experience
variable, an inter-_ ed graduate-experience
variable (ORDEXP) was also included. GRDEXP was

constructed by multiplying the duty variable
denoting graduate and the "common" experience
term. Thus, the value taken by E) for graduates

(number of years of experience x the

"Experience" is defined in different ways for young men and
young women because of data limitations (it was impossible to get the
more preferable direct measures of experience for individuals who had
left school before the initial surveys). Because historically young
men have a stronger attachment to the labor market than your women,

defining experience as the number of years since leaving school
appears plausible the male youth. however, for the young women
such an apprsa,:.h is unsatisfact=y. Fortunately, the l97 question-

naire for the young w--men included to following_ question: "In now

many -f left ochos: woulc! y-es say thht
you worked at hs?" The recorded responses to this
question were used as the experience measure for the female yout
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coefficient of common experience) (number of
years of experience x the coefficient of GRDEXP).
she value taken by EXP for dropouts is: (the
number of years of experience x the coefficient
of "common" experience).

e. = error te =

The model presented above is assumed o be recursive e., no

8subs --tied "feedbacks" among the endogenous variables Because the

assumptions of recursivene cannot ,:rously tested, any defense

of a recursive system (or its cork m nt--a fully interdependent

model) depends view of the economic world. Wold (1954)

has argued that economic systems are recursive, because institutional

al

once

equation may us estimatei

regression

es are such that fe ma-c

a

are truly deter dined

One desirable property of this recursive structure is that it

ation :)f the direct

19 COT

indirect effects of education

10
are always identified. In addition each

ion of ordinary least squares

cc teat the disturbances in the three
emotions are inl rrelate- with each }ther (i.e., there exists a
diagonal error-covariance matrix for the sy tern of equations). Because
the st-_irbances

conceive of -,-e-
equa -re

P ed as measurement error, it is difficult to
:lated either across individuals or across

iehate

e7:7e of unemp-s e

se is distributed binomially. Beca4e



Direct and Indirect FffeFtz:

As me_ioned, because the model is recursiw, we can define and

calculate indirect effects of schooling as well as the direct

12
effects. The direct and indirect effects of schooling on the

success mea.;unes are defined as follows:

Endogenous
variables

2irect effe2t First order
indirect effects

Second order
indirect effects

(()TEN/ a pTR)(pT9/DScH*)

6cni

._:t(- VU727O2)SCii (DSUCCESS apTR)(pTR/
ascH*) = Y5a1
(SUCCESS/TEN)( (-)TEN/

12,CH*) = YeEI

asuccess/a)
(3TEN/pTR)
()pTR/R3CH*)=

Y6V5al

as I IF (fTh-,19d on 17;. 15) Plus the interacted
';?1--)F=.7 (defined on h. 36;).

a Because the training equation is estimated by logit analysis, the

partial derivative must be interpreted as a probability measure.

See Ben-Fflrath 7I . 5712.1

One of the success measuresthe incidence of unemploymentIs 2also

estimated by logit analysis. As explained in note "a" above, the

partial derivatives must be interpreted as probability measures.

-Thus, for the incidence of unemplovment equation, "DpSUCCESS" snould

be substituted for "7,71:COESF."

ordinary least squares analysis requires that the dependent variable

be distributedas a normal, logit analysis is used to estimate these

equations. lee Theis_ 7')-71).

1:3

s technique is similar to hath analy_is, which was 5everop140

by geneticist Sewell Wright. For a discussion of recursive systems and

path arinlys-H7,

Becaose the opeffi2le!--.: in the logit eoilations are not partial

derivatives, "-nnverted" to 7artial devative n' a
1

probability meas'ire. Fir example, the derivatie of the troa':(lity sf

traw wln.h resre--. = (1-fi), where is

the logit coefficient and 7 is- the mean probability of training.

4

4
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Thus, the total effect is:

(SUCCESSOSCH*) (aSUCCESS/:3pTR)( pTH/3SCH*)

(3SUCCESS/3TENTEN/1SCH*) (DSUCCESS/3TEN)

(KEN/3p7)(3pTR/3SCH*) m yi Y5(11 + Y6 (61 c f35-31)%

evaluated at various levels of experience.

The Variables

le ldent Varibie.s

Four dimensions of labor market success are investigated by means

or the above Model. As a measure of financial succes hourly rate of

pay at ourrenM or la.s j'L (An 1971 dolla is the dependent

variable. The use of this variable will avoid the problems

associated witn measuren of anrulincome or earnings discussed in

:harter

cupationai bretige at current or last job is measured by the

:.!1-,e,Jri=iC status in the case of young men, and the

15
'lose in lex in toe iahe of young women. iecause these'measures are

'-*17hdivinialc. with rcorleU hourly wages of less than S.50 or more
than the sample, because of the high
probability toss the extremely nigh or low wage was the result of a

erica.. error.

15_
liocan index ii, am ordinal measure of the prestige of an

occupation, Ueveloped from the responses of a sample of the U.S.
population in 19-7 '- questions about the prestige of 45 selected
nccapatiors. Tats in the 1950 census were converted to two summary
measures, reflecting for each cf the .5 occupations (1) the proportion
of mae wo rkers is -=e7-7, with. eiumatichal attainment of four years of

: the proportion of males with incomes of
Sr m-re 'n The multiple regression of Percent "excellent"

or nrestige ratings --. toe educatinn and income measures was
7n- regression weights 7ntaired in this calcu=ation,

ail --ns acsighec 2-r es on t.ne basis of their
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ordinal rather than cardinal, ,:are muot be take t in interpreting the

regression coefficients.

Two measures of

16

employment. stability are investigated--incidence

and duration of une!-o. 'omer In the last twelve months. The former is

analyzed by inclusion of a dionotomous variable representing either

no weeks of unemployment i the past year (w-)) or some weekn of

unemp -,Jymen* .

f an Ostet

H..raion of ubemp.oyment is analyzed by means

u..wft,h a continuous dependent variable

eXprff_h;e,1 n ,mber weerfos
I

An ha.: ben merti training and tenure are also used as

pn-!ogeo 7. Training is a dichotomous

variable wion takos p_svalue f 1 if the respondent has completed

.poot-ch : cupa t_isnal training brogram (or if the individual

dropsed not. -f p aining progrm but responded affirmatively when

education and income 1istribu ons. Finally, a two-digit status score

ranging from 0 to )6 was assign_ to each three-digit occupational

category in the census classification scheme. See Duncan (1961). The

Bose index is also an ordinal measure of the prestige of an occupation,
developed from the responses of a sample of 197 white households in
the Baltimore metropolitan area to questions about the prestige of 110

selected occupations. These rankings within each occupation were
averaged and the mean values transformed to a metric with values 0 to

1)0. The latter scores were regressed on the 1959 median earnings and
1900 median yearn of schocl completed of the civilian experienced
female abcr force empl cyod in these occupations. The resultant

equation was tse- -=,-imao:e the mean prestige scores for al

'h -which omen in the NL2 samrle .were

_presentei. r

mct necariy retrece-
'he 77:re icec



asked if he or she used the training on the current Job zero

otherwise. Length of job tenure on the current or last job is

measured in months. Both training tenure are expected to bear a

positive relationship tc years of school completed and to the success

measures.

Independent ria

Although study does not f'r cus on the question of "wh

of high (that probability of dropp

these characteristics must be

for them when observing the

not es format i,2

aqeertained in ,

.7

:!cPr.sequenes te-

trie pr oY," t, l : 1 . y ropp , -,g out sc

ut is

Hill (1975) has estimated

of using the. NLS data.

were more its iy t gradua es to come

fq status, to have lower ability, and

4

were _e:is

ve2,2'2;e T

.:-1ve been ed in a vocational-commercial high

var-iables are included in this study.

e2 is elaborated elow.

dummy which taxes

a high sc graduate _RAD), an

GFAD that completion

were Included

were -

-avin

been
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of the final year of high ,hoc l means more than simply one additional

ytar of schoolinga credentia: is also obtained. Thus, the presence

of the (-MAD var'able allows for the possible discontinuity in the

returns to :schooling. "Soth schoo.inr measures are hypothesized to

1) related pooitiveLy to war:es, o-cupational prestige, training, and

tenure; and neFatively re:ate,I , the unemployment criteria.

1-3osaus7s the effect ,f i-ralu7-1tion may differ at different points

n the In*eras*eI rraduate-experience variable

is in'-luded as wei_. : "::cmmon" experience term for

lropodts aol i-naniates The rationale for inclusion

Is *Ors' -7radAates may exhibit different

ses:seexperIen:s" Trofies over time from those of the dropouts.

p it hypcthesize::: that aluntes will have steeper

ln
sm hi ever Inct. the a in which the sample was selected.,

PO
br:tn sPrien-e term:7, nave 7-aximu,m value of years). Wage,

Yscupatiotel status, training, and tenure are expected to vary

hooltively vi tn tne exppriPnce terfs, while the reverse is expected

witn reums t7 he unemployment variables.

the 7r Pecker (1)79) and Mincer (1971.) in

.ne .f -unc rten it.lu-les those who left school between
a:12i :h7e the of -sure: s measures

771ttalnei was Analogously, the sample

your, w, 'men I sonoci between ana

127, while the :mss section. was performed in 197. For the

:lefinitiDr= of F,I,7-FEF:=F as used in this study, see footnote 7,

T. 36.

5',
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A number of personal characteristics also enter the regression

equations. Knowledge of the world of work (KWW ), a variable based on

an occupational information test administered to the young men in

The1966 d to the young women in 1969, proxies for "ability "1

measure of IQ available in the NLS data is not used because of the

very large nonresponse rate, especially for rural blacks. Also, IQ

results are not available for individuals entering high school after

the initial round of intervie However, KWW may be a more

relevant measure of "ability" in a labor market context than IQ.

Griliches (1976) reports that KWW ". . ,should reflect both the

quantity and quality of schooling, intelligence, and motivation.

seems to perform rather similarly

S75)." Because

parallel) to the IQ variable

is not independent of schooling--

ed to positively to years of school completed when the test was

administered- ion of KWW as a control in the regression

equations may intn7 -e a dwnward bias into the estimated schooling

coefficients Griliches (1976)]. Following -hod similar

For the young men, this test examined three components of
occupational knowledge: occupational duties, educational requirements
for entrance, and earnings differentials among occupations. KWW was
limited to a knowledge of occupational duties in the case of young
women. For information on the scoring and structure of the male test
see parses and Konen (1975). For comparable information relating to
females, see Mott and Moore (1976). Reproductions of these tests
appear i Appen iix n.

ac k

comparable
rae

onssn t e rates of 56 percent; the
is

6 percent. The nonresponse
cro'ips.



that used by Lazear (1977), is possible to instrumentadize KWW

KWW) to "purge" this measure of its schooling component, leaving the

"ability" element

EEecat

3

value of schooling may be dependent on high school

curriculum choices see Hill (1975) and Grasso (1975)1,dwnmy variables

for type of high school curriculum (general, college preparatory, and

vocational-c -_71a1) are included. An index of the socioeconomic

4

status of '11 family (SEE) is_ also included, since work by

Griffin (1976) has shnwn that the absence of SES from earnln

equatinns will qE ult. in upwardly biased estimates of the returns to

schoo!lihg if SES end schooling are positively correlated.`

expected to -ear

SEE is

psitive relationship to wage for two reasons.

First, SEE may serve as a proxy for parental role models; and second,

'Since we know that KWW is a function of "ability" and schooling,

we an "standardize" KWW to reflect only ability in the following way:

Set KWW = (constant term, years of school completed, X) where years of

school cotpleted consists of four dummy variables (9-12) and X includes

all of the exogenous variables in the model. To calculate KWW, the

coefficient associated with a given yes:r of schooling is subtracted

from the raw KW score, leaving the "ability" component. This tech-

nique was used to calculate a separate KWW for each of the four

race-sex groups. Scores on this variable may range from 0 to 56.

SES is derived from a continuous index of parental socioeconomic

status based on fi,ye components: father's education, mother's
education, education of oldest older sibling (if any), father's

occupation, and availability of reading material in the home when the

respondent was fourteen. For a description of the measure, see Elohen

1973) S,cores on thio variable may range frnm 0 to 16.

The assertion that omitting SFS from a wage equation will bias

the schooling coefficient holds only if the "true" wage equation iz a

funbtion of SES and schooling,
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this variable may deflect the provision of jo- contacts (or outright

nepotism) by the family.

Presence of health limitations is controlled by inclusion of a

dichotom table that takes a value of 1 if the respondent has a
44

health problem affecting work, and 0 otherwise. The degree of

financial responsibilities is represented by a dichotomous marital

us variable (1 if married, spollse present -O tithe ise In the
4

case of the young men this variable is expected to be related

positively to wages and occupational prestige, and negatively

to the unemployment measures. For the young women, the expected

of ec of marital status in unclear. On the one hand, a married woman

h an employed husband has a lesser degree of family financial

responsibility than does a single Woman living alone. On the other

hand, the ay be selectivity effects" operating in the opposite

direction That is, tied woman faces three choices rather than

the traditional wc_7rky leisure dichotomy. The third alternative,

according recent labor market theory, is that the woman can be

involved in "ho-qehold production." If the demand for a woman's

41
time in her price of time will also increase. This

reduces her tendency to work in the market, by increasing her

"reservation wage" (i.e., the minimum wage offer that she deems

acceptable). To the extent that married women place a higher value

on home time than single women, the observed wages of the former

group will be higher than the tatter, ceteris
26

4

GronaL l9714). For a diz,cussion of the ef of this bias

on the e timHteri urns to scholing, see Chapter IV p. 69.

r
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Presence of pre-school age children is also included in the

case of young women, and it is expected to bear a negative relationship

to labor market success for this group by serving as an indicator of.

probable restrictions on availability (e.g., part-time work). The

aforementioned selectivity bias may also operate in this case,
7
but

the expectation is that it will be overwhelmed by the effect of

availability restrictions. For the yo _ a continuous variable

28
denoting months of military service appears in all equations. The

:17See Michael and Lazear (1971).

_-Because the cross- section of tIle success measures was taken in
the Vietnam war era (1971), there is a possibility that the sample of
the non-military youth. population (from which the NLS surveys were
drawn) was not entirely random that year. More recent, abbreviated
surveys of male youth have been conducted by the NLS since 1971 (the

1973 and 1975 results are currently available), which include
individuals who have returned to the civilian sector. In 1975,
10L1 whites (95 high school graduates and 9 dropouts)

and 50 blacks ()AO graduates and 10 dropouts) returned to the sample
who were not available for personal interviews in 1971. To see if
there was` a "difference" between those serving in the military in 1971
and individuals who were not then serving, it was possible to compare
the 1971 characteristics of those who were not serving in 1971 with
the characteristics (as measured in 1975) of those persons who retur P
to the sample. The following five characteristics were considered:
SES, ability, marital status,- health condition, and region and type
of residence. A t-test was Rerformed on the difference of moans
between the two independent adpdes. The only statistically ,signifi-
cant (at the .10 level for a two-taiieditest) differences were: white

graduates and white dropouts who were serving in the military in 1971
had lower measured ability in 1975; white dropouts serving in 1971
were less likely to live in the South; black graduate veterans were
more likely to be living in an SMSA; and black dropouts who were
serving in the military in 1971 were more likely to have a health
condition affecting work in 1975. There were no statistically

significant differences totween he two groans 'onF fhe dimensions

of SES and marital status. Thus, there does not appear to be a
substantial selectivity bias operating in this case.
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nypothesized effect of this variable is unclear. On the one hand,

employers may be expected to "hire the vet." Alternatively; military

service may prove counterproductive in the civilian sector if it

merely represents a discontinuity in civilian experience.
29

Two variablep reflecting geographic influences enter th

equations. SMSA (a dichotomous variable with a value of 1 i_

respondent lives in an SMSA) serves as a proxy for price level

variations and demand conditions. A dichotomous variable takin

value of 1 for Southern residence is ari additional prichr.level

control in the wage equations.

Finally, the analysis is performed separately for young men

young women of both races. The existence of racial differences

the returns to schooling has been well documented, at least for

males.
30 Sex differences in the returns to education are also

likely, although little resea been done on this topic.31

Although this study does not focus on racial or sex differences, some

implications are drawn and related to public policy. Table 6 presents

in tabular form the v :iable6 included in the analyses, as well as

the direction of their hypothesized effects.

an exploration of this topic, see Kohen and Shields (1977).

for example, _101 (1973) .

1_3 Two rate -of- return studies that include results for females

are -eten,- and Redfern (1970) and Carnoy and Marenbach (1975).

In addition, Kohen 9nd Roderick (1975) used the NLS data explore

this question.
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Table 6: Variahlee and Nypntbesteed Associations

Enplanatoey
sortable**

dent` vari b

DONDANO INCIDENCE DURATION MINIM° TIME
1971 d011are) DOSE INDEX OF OF

IIIMPLO.

49

TIMUBI (TEN)

GRAD

SCHOOLIRG

MEV
EXPERIEWCH

ABILITY

OEXENAL CURL (ref.)

COLLEGE PREP. OMR.

VOC.. COW CURB.

SEE

HEALTH LimITATIons

KARRIED (young men)

MARRIED (young 4amen)

CHI: RFS < 61)

SOUTH

MBA

MILITARY 3ERVICI

7 T T t 7 7

- a

= - *

= s 4 a =

a = a *

7 7 7

= - 7 7

see text for deScriptIon of these verisblee.
b Young vomen
c -toting men only.
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CHAPTER IV

EMPIRICAL RESULTS

Gross Co ons Between High School Graduates and D o-ou

Prior to reporting the results of .the regression analysis , it is

useful to present the means of the independent and dependent variables

that arelleed in the study (Table 7). A perusal of the figures in

Table 7 answers many of the questions typically asked ( d typically

published) about high school dropouts. However, _t must be borne in

mind when interpreting the success measures that these results are

uncontrolled for the independent variables listed in the table.

High school graduates earn higher wages, have higher occupational

prestige scores, and are less likely to be unemployed than the dropout

group, despite the fact that male graduates have less experience on

average andand are more likely tc have served in the nilitary. In

addition, riduategraduates are more likely to have received post-school

training have built up greater tenure (except for black males

H101 orh 11 dropouts are more likely to have been oiled in

genera, curricuiurm, to have health limitations affecting work

live in the South,_ and, (in the ease of(except black males),

females have vonnr ohildren, raduaten have higher socioeconomic

;tat as so mr o likely to l ive in an IMSA, rind have n. hirher

nrobahility

"i

a college preparatory or'
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Table 7: a

(fteadard daviotione)

V _ Os

YOuag SW T-144r4-
WHIM

List's 0 -ut Dv .....ut q ; , _ ts

MA48 (1971 dollars) 3.55 3.22 2.87 2.50 2.46 2.17 2.40 2.10

( 1.49) 1.30) ( 1.09) ( 0.91) ( .96) ( 1.17) ( .81) ( 1.18)

0O1CAN/8081 IIID 32.09 24.14 21.91 17.31 46.65 39.01 41.25 34.52

(49.11) (15.61) (14.61) (11.97) ( 9.46) (10.64) (10.78) (11.94)

INCIDEMOI 09
UMPLOYMMT .24 .32 .35 .39 .20 .26 .29 .31

.43) .47) ( . .49) ( .43), ( .44) .46 ( .46)

DUAATIOV OF
0110,1.0131IFF 3.01 3.26 4.67 6.12 1.70 2.21 2.76 3.01

(maths) ( 8.08) ( 7.34) ( 9.98) (11.65) ( 5.16) ( 648) ( 7.19) ( 7.69)

,724.19180 .51 .33 .34 .24 .51 .31 .44 .35

( .50) ( .Si) ( .48) ( .42) ( .50) ( .46) ( .50) ( .48)

MIMI (months) 11.36 24.85 20.64 22.94 25.00 18.23 23.98 17.211

(32.66) (28,10) (22.45) (26.55) (25 (23..03) (23.42) (16.94)

13:9=1901 (904r4) 5.92 7.02 5.26 6.40 4. 4.347 4.28 3.91

( 3.48) ( 3.38) ( 3.29) ( 3.34) ( 3.00) ( 2.48) ( 2.87)

AAILIT7b 29.26 28.72 23.91 24.40 35.40 37.09 26.26 27.02

( 6.91) ( 7.43) ( 7.00) ( 7.63) ( 9.17) (10.14) (11.78) (12.61)

OVEITRAL Cam: .56 .68 .62 .68 .43 .63 .60 .76

( .50) ( .47) ( .48) .47) ( .50) .48) ( .49) ( .43)

COLL= VW,. can. .18 .07 .12 .02 .21 .11 .13 .07

( .39) ( .25) ( .32) .15) ( .41) ( .V) .34) ( .26)

VOC . OD MM. CURL .22 .16 .22 .17 .34 .21 .25 .12

( .41) ( .37) ( .41) ( .38) Si). ( .41) ( .43) ( .33)

S1S 10.10 9.16 8.38 7.92 10.29 9.28 8.57 7.65

( 1.65) ( 1.94) ( 1.67) ( 1.74) .70) ( 1.87) 1.90) ( 1.86)

SULTS LimaTATIons ,09 .10 .08 .04 .06 .12 .07 .10

.28) ( .29) ( .27) ( .20) ( .23) ( .33) ( .25) ( .31)

HARRIED .64 .63 .48 .45 .67 .73 .46 .44

.48) ( .48) ( .50) ( .50) .47) ( .44) ( .50 ( .50)

outbraa 4 6 .40 .59 .55 .65

( Af) ( .49) ( .50) .166)

SOU/2 .28 .40 .62 .64 .30 .51 .53 .70

( .45) ( .49) ( .49) ( .48) ( .46) ( .50) ( .50) ( .46)

.60 .56 .73 .69 .65 .57 .73 .62

( .49) ( .90) ( .45) -46) ( .48) .50) .44) ( .49)

W1LITALY SERVICE
(month') 8.40 6.53 6.90 3.32

(14.73) (13.33) (12-56) ( 9.06)

m See text for description of tri!se vcrigiblev

V t11. measure has been purged of its schooling related coeponent. SO4 footnote 23.
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Finally, there is no systematic difference between graduates and

dropouts regarding the likelihood or being married. Surprisingly,

neither is there any difference between.the two groups in Measured

ability. (However, this result is not much different from the

findings of Bachman et al. (1971) regarding the difference in ability

between graduates and dropoutsj Had ,the proxy for ability (YIN) not

been purged of the influence of ultimate years of school completed,

all o oups of graduates would have had higher ured ability

1
than the respective dro :)ut cohorts.- In other ds, were to

compare the measured ability of individuals who were currently

enrolled in year in school, those who subsequently graduated

would have scored higher than those who later dropped out.

This

t eneral Findi

,hlights some findiKgs that, while not central to

the primary focus of the study, are interesting their o:

From this point the analysis is controlled for the effects of the

exogenous variables in the model. That is, the independent effects

of all_ the variables di scussed here are "held constant" in order to

determine th tF,ii ontribution of eah to la.hor market success.

The foli wing results -d in Tables 8-11,

;,&-17,4 t,y IL3 :11prificrint, of c1,70.11pational

ha7i a significant w-

footnot :T:, fnr a r
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%WARM 19-71 Ct ee elo"i WA, for

lt-voluos)

Elpl000tory
veriebleem

lea

(1971 0UNCA11 TICIDEXCE DUKATICM T

A) MEE OP OF

0. C1RF. (r e. )

COLLEGE MP. C7141,

VOC., CONN. OLIAR.

815

WEALTH TA 1005

MARRIED

sourli

KILITARY SERVICE
(Onnthl)

Ns-rpsr

"elihvt

an of dev vbl

0t4- dew. of an

S.E.E-

.256 .401 ..339

6.16)" (..1.13) 1=0.68)

.097 4.054 -.062
A ( 11.81)041 (4.28)**4 (.7,01)4.06

..214 -.017 2.132 -.004 41.161

( -1.38) (-0.06) (.0.15) ( 1.29) .4.01) ( -1.67)

251 1.255 ..287 1.4049 .154 6.066

( 2. .88) (..1.43)* (-2.20" ( 1.01) ( 2.71)!"!

.318 .038 .062 .053 1.644

7 ( 0.83) ( 0.66) ( 0.21) ( 1.11) 2.79)."

.070 ..404 =066 -.031 .029 402

( 282)so (-1.16) (.1.35)' (-0.21) ( 0.67) ( 4'64)".
.015 .404 .011 .063 .026 .141

5)*" ( 4.59)"` ( 6.118) ( 1.14) ( 2.43)* 00 ( 2.46)"0

.019 t.355

( 0.16) ( 2.67)**1
-.062 -.615

(-0.62) (-0.44)

.035 .949
1.38)* ( 2.75)"1

-.193 -3438
(- 1.39)' (-1.57)'

.505 3.412

368)*" ( 2.75)",
-.535
-6.01)190
.496 .576

6.00)6lo

.002 ..002

7.32) (-0.06)
8 -13..276

(-0.90)

.268

25 37000

1018

3.47

1.45

-006 .053 5.305

( -0.02) ( 0.271 ( 2.08)"
.251 .211 ,405

L 23 ) 1 1.1.6) ( 1.26) ( 0.19)

.096 .284 .104 .1.142

1.89) ( 1.91) ( 2,49)**8 (-2.12)

.257 1.715 .173 -7.116

0.98) ( 2.04)06 (-0.74) (-2.35)6"
36 -1.463 .303 7.867

79) (4.71) 40 2.00** ( 4.07)"'0

-.140 .162 .251 1.862

(.0.84) ( 0.33) ( 1.87)4" ( 1.05)

-..000 -.027 .000 -413
(-0.26) (-1.56)0 ( 1.62)11 (-6.75)0ii

2.454 16.249 -4.916 -57643
( 1.19) ( 2.54) (-2.62) (-2.51)

.176 .1940 .090 .06E .271

220"° 5,17.14* 92," 30.1244A

1018 1018 1016 1018 1018

30.20 .26 3.07 .47 29.80

19.12 7.91 31.137

27.211.24 17.35

e. Ste ttXt fob' R leeicripn of these variables.

'b Istimatitd 1Y logit

Per.2udo F2.

d ror the tve
per frre _ n

O Signirl2ont" Signirietn,
Sientricot. . a _

7.54

11_-11,arre test was perforwed. An 1 -test was
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Winnatort
vortablesa

MINING

TOME (month.)

ORAL

ADOL

ppm

writineE

ABILITY

GERERAL CURE.

COLLEGE PREP. CUFF.

were., 00141. CORR.

Sr3

liZALTR LIMITATIONS

NORM

SOU111

51154

7'AAY SEPVICF

nonths)

CONSTANT

-2
R-

rot ire T9

N

P- vb1

Std. or dep. vb:k.

s,F.F. .84 :1,01

--na-nt vseinbles

WAGE (1971 DVECAR IECTDENCE o(JrATiow TRAIN
dollars) INDEX OF OF

LO_

.276 5.651 .479 .903
3.04)* ( 4.(6)000 ( 1.69) ( 0.84)
.008 .018 -.103 -.133
4.15)163)* (- 7.65)" (-5.87)° *
.073 5.206 -.730 -4.305 -.086
0.31) ( 1.43) (-1,01) (-1.55) (-0.13)

-.002 .268 .208 .697 -.156
-0.02) ( 0.20) ( 1.08) ( 0.68) (-0.63)
.035. -.494 -.038 .186 .131
1.34)* (-1.22) , (-0.44) ( 0.60) ( 1.80)*6

-.011 .001 1 .064 .059 -.112
-0.50) ( 0.00) ' ( 0.94) ( 0,24 (-1.82)
..005 .148 .009 .093 .017
0.68) ( 1.44)0 ( 0.43) ( 1.18) ( 0.97)

,079 -,463 . 139 (Xli .012

0.56) ( 1.10)

.43
(-0,71) ( 2.18)" ( 1.01)

-.113 5,407 .501

( 0.75) (-0.28) ( 0.43) ( 1.25)

54)** (-0.14) (-1.19) (-0.18)
( 13.41).099 -.062 -.101 -.060

( 1-.336 -4.355 .361 3.838 .g"
-1.98)** (-1-65)** ( 6,74) ( 1.90)" ( 0.88)
.242 3.248 -.8(14 _4.101 .466

2,11)" 36)00 (,3)004 (3.43)..0 ( 1.99)10
-686
-7.29)".
.293 27-'64 .(<iO8 .335

( -0.26)

-2.404
2.80)°04 ".77) ( 1\94) ( 0.28) (-0.93)

months)

-1.046
(-0.45)

- 3.005.
(-0.50)
2.094

( 0.94)
.324

'( 0.48)
2.676

( 5.07)***
.312

( 1.84)s.

.596
( 0.14)
-.970
(-0.36)
-.491
(-0.69)

-10.183
(-2,34)446

3.505
( 1.54)s

.010 ,141 .004 .003 .008 -.390
2.65)1" ( 2'37)04

r. 0.38)
( 0.07) ( 0.85) 01)*

1,541 5.164 -1.901 .968 -.462 - 16.553
1.68) ( 0.38) (-0.67) ( 0.09) (-0.18) ( -0.71)

.350 .110 .333c .136 .0490 .200

:.8*** 4.75*** 1720" 5.7,,e" 21" 9.20***

426 426 426 426 426 426

2.72 20.07 .37 5.25 .30 21.57

1.04 13,51 10.69 24.16

9.93 21.61

4 See text f9r a 4eacri;,..1.9n .tlf he Vetritbies.

I Entimfttel
C Peeu,M R2.
4 rDr te

Perr'rme! .r.er ;41-19.t.,
6 Signiric9trit at

" Significkw. 4t tne .

ee* Signir17ant tt

0

pe,rrme1. Pn F-tet :4RA
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TIble 101 1973 Cr1546-6ACtI Nowt. u. White Young time

($.5,410

6101404tory
variablos4

34vendsd vslalllea _ _
J

ma (1971
ao114r4) X

MIN=
OY

PUPATION
0?

TRANI TM=
(A06564)

..1 'A . i0....aii` -7 t 1. -!

.191 2.315 .25h 255 al._

3.19)"6 ( 3.02)." ( 1.41) ( 0.71) (-1.31)

TIMM (webs) .006 .023 -.076 39

( 6.02)6mw ( 1.70)*0 -8.34)6" .91)."

OlulO -.170 -.945 .157 -.NT .956 -5.313

(-0.71) (-0.42) ( 0.26) (-0.45) ( 1.68)64 (-0-81)

.023 2.732 -.078 -.483 .171 1.062

( 0.24) ( 2.41)0" (-0.29) (-0.54) ( 0.65) ( 0.47)

.034 .333 --.021 .261 -.077 1.501

1.26) ( 1-20) (-0.24) 1.71) (-1.14) ( 2.74)554

.048 ".104 -.011 -.309 ,171 3.646

1.91)" ( 0,41) (-0.23) (4.06)55 ( 2.76)"* ( 6.23)"
.004 .072 -.004 .029 .029 -.086

15) ( 2,17)00 (-0.39) ( 1.50) ( 3.70)666 (-149
=MI CUPR. (ref.)

PREP. cull'. .118 1.512 -.465 -.309 496 2.918

( 1.46) .86)1 1.86)° (-0.64) ( 2.04).$ ( 1.51)

CURR. . 1 .954 -.04 -.202 2.617

2.02) 2,84)1" (.0.35) (-0.49) ( 0. ( 1-59)6

BTU ,037 1.062 -.013 .045 -.573

( 2.11)" ( 5.97)" (-0.24) ( 0.43) ( 2.32)1 (-1.35)

NIALTN L _TATIOXS -.307 -.406 .394 1,142 .358 .420

(-2.61)"* (0.34) ( 1.16) ( 4.44)." ( 1.29) ( 3.15)

MARRIED .076 1.100 -.246 -.736 -.075 -.330

( 1.15) ( 1-65). (.1.27) (.1.86)1 (-0.48) (-0.21)

01111,0REm 6 -.193 -1.336 -.2% -.377 .317 -5.440

-3.06)6" (-2=10)" (-1.55) (-1.00) ( 2.14) (-3.61)°"

BOUISi -.164
(-2.56)0

. : 1.973 -.148 -.539 .337 -1,943

column
-95)*" 3.22)",

Ail
'-i.91)

1.306
(- 1.48)6

8.606
( 2.35)"6
5.19*

(-1.33)
5.681

0.47) ( 0.48) ( 1.43) (=2.17 ( 0.15)

.212 .200 .16150 .049 .095 .299

Lixeithood rat 1a teatd 18 45 sea N 1794.44 4,546" 97666 32.851"

$ 972 972 972 972 972 972

aB of dep. v41. 2.42 45.48 .21 1.78 .48 23.96

Bt d. dea. of dep. b 1.00 10.03 5.116 25.56

B.Y.E. .99 8,97 5=33 21.40

Safe text (or a lescrIpti-ir variable,.

b litigated by 10ait Equation.
C Pmeudo RP.

d rOr the tip,
perforgri n

nificarlt a1 !e

vl

v4r1e1..ea.
orated. An vas
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Table 11: 1973 Cr0.0-Sectlao Results for Slack YOuag WoBen

(t-ealues)

,
Explanatory
variables'

- _ Dipencicgt_var1461es

WAGE (1971 1305E In-VENCE DURATION TRAININGb

dollar.) INDEX OF OF
UNE211 - _- :IVETTb P.MT

-.025 5.018 .295 .362

(-0.28) ( 4.51)" ( 1.02) ( 0.45)

.009 .014 -.Or -.064

( 0.10)°" ( 0.40) (-6.22)000 (.3.15)4e.

-.103 3-97(e .
-.127 -1.835 -.721 -2.106

-0.46) ( 'Apo, ( .18) (_0.90) (-1.17) (-0.52)

.001 .791 7109 .818 .918 -1.451

0.01) - ( 0.67) (-0.658) ( 0.97) ( 3.00)0" (-0.65)

.027 -.344 .096 .263 -.143 2.420

0.80) (-0.82) ( 0.00) ( 0.87) (-1.52) , ( 3.004"
-.019 .253 -.204 -.579 .152 2.280

-0.68) ( 0.74) (-2.09)" (-2.34)0" ( 1.93)00 ( 3.56)°"

.011 .086 .013 , .026 .032 .048

2.90)0" ( 1.74)00 ( 1.00) ( 0.14) ( 2.97)0" ( 0.52)

TRAINING

TENURE (Booth-0

GRAD

SCHOOLING

01A0t2r

,ixrrhIrricr.

'AbILATT

GENERAL corr. (ref.)

GE pup. CURB.

COMM. CUM?.

KEALIN LIMa7ATIONS

MARKED

CHILDREN

_OUTH

1-4* I'- tem'

3

W.641 of dep. vbi.

Jev. Jr vL,,,

S.F.E.

TENURE
(month.)

3.067

( 1.46)0

.097 .979 -.699 -1.438 A40 3.141

( C.68) ( 0.55) (-1.68)0 A-1.12) ( 0.901 : ( 0.93)

.018 3.615 -.455 -1.252 .266 4.105

0.92) ( 2.70)0e (-1.24) (-1.30)° ( 0.94) ( 1.62)0

.061 .692 -.061 -.294 !.....097 -.469

('3.28)", ( 2,58)*" (-0.78) (-1.32) lqt.L43)° (-0.0o)

-.183 -2,238 .112 -.931 2155 -7.684

(-1.1T) (-i.14) ( 0.24). (-0,66) (-0.81) (-2.14)"

.134 ,635 416 .435 . .016 -.574

1.53) ( 0.58) ( 1.12) (-0.55) ( 0.07) (-0.287

-.150 -3.006- -.423 -.375 -.048 .191

(-1.70)04 (-2.70)**4 (--1.47) (-0.47) (-0.20) ( 0.09)

-.647 .

-7,02)**4 '

.163 4.639 .432

( 1.70)" ( 4_14)0" ( !.46)

1.480' 12.654 1.989

( 1.50) ( 1.04) ' ( 0.66)

-312 .263 .238°

12. 1L1" i00,0 100*"

36ct 369 369

2.31 39.17 .30

11_56

.79 9-92

.756 .038 1.557

( 0.90) ( 0.15) ( 0.70)
-.256 -12.359 23,607

(-0.03) (-3.76) ( 1.02)

.057 .1070 .2f0
,

2.58mul 142"' 10.93"1

369 369 369

7.83 .41 21.89

7.34 21.83

7,13 '' 18.78

C Tee text f,-'r a or !,tise tftrtAbleb.

b Estimnted ny
C POCuJo

t,

4 For 'Al,. tw- ; . =.=tt h1-qr e3t %NIA perf,..rmel. A F-test 44e

vAri tb I et.

StAniricm.l.... a-

" 1tgr 1,t

e



-1th e young men and black young woMen. Post-school training is a

positive function of ability for all but the black aim, Ail* the

amount of tenure is significantly related to ability in the case of

both racial groups of young men but not of the women.

Parental socioeconomic status is related positively to wagelS for

all groups, but there is no significant effect of this variable on

tenure, and almost none on unemployment. Except for black young men,

SES plays a large role in determining occupational status, in

addition to being related to the incidence of post--school training

for an four cohorts.
k

Presence of health limitations is negatively related to wages

for all but the black young women, but this variable IS a detriment

achievement of occupational status only for the young men.

Somewhat surprisingly, inrlfyiduals with health problems are not

significantly less likely to receive additional traininghowever,

they are less likely to have built up as

persons. In addition, health limit

of the duration of unemployment.

There is a significant relationship for the young men between

being married and labor market success. The married male respondents

uch tenure healthy

onsare a significant determinant

had high'er ng rnd occupational prestige, lower incidence and

duration of unemployment, a higher probability of receiving training,

and more job tenure as compared to tied counterpa

However, the direotion or causality in urwiear. On the one hand,

crictic ascoiRnpd i th a young man



be g married are also
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acteristics that make these men attractive,

to-employers (e.g. , stability, maturity, etc.). Alternatively,

success in the labor market may make young men more competitive in

the "marriage m ket "- Also, the financial responsibilities of

mirr age may help explain the results. The patterns obtaining among

-the men are not discernible among the women. While married white

women had higher pre and fewer weeks of unemployment than

their nnnmarried counterparts, married black women' had no significant

labor market advantages.

The presence of young children in the household had significant

negative effects on both the wages and occupational prestige of

young women. ;Thite young worn with children were also significantly

less likely to have as much jab tenure as white women without

children. A more nurp , finding is that black women Fithout

young children cii riot. , on average, have more tenure than black

women with 'see footnote

As expei-ted, military service had a negative effect on civilian

job tenure. What is 1,25s eantly explained was that armed forces

experie

wag,i'n

Iirioantly positive relat c,nsl ip to civilian

1 rt=t fir; for black men, but not for whites. One

possible ar f r tli H result is that employers view military

c7j,rvi-0 as typc.

not s a.,

nse of black- not fnr

1110 to- 't'ee rnrsib7e

then
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white civilian enployers may use military aersiee"
Ory

nine devicp for blacks--t connote basic ability ambition, eta.

On the other hand, a motivated black male may view military service

valuable stepping-stone to a later civilian career.

High School Curriculum

Having been enrolled in a college-preparatory curriculum

a significant determinant or occupational status (except for black

young women)--bUt, it had no effect on hoUrly e to. young white

Men irho were enrolled in this curriculum had greater 1971 tenure,

while white y

their counte

en with this background were more likely than

have received post-school training, and less

likely to hav, exper enced unemployment betwetd 1972, and 1973. The

latter) is alsotrue for black ,youcg women.

It Sias expected that a high sc ttmabackgro vocational or

commercial training would lead to greater labor market success,

ceteris. paribus. However, this expectation did not mate lizeTn

any signific-t way for the young men. The young women with this

background had significantly higher occupational prestige

scores and more job tenure. In addition, this curriculum wts a

significant determinant of wages for white young women.

e-ogptphic Variables

Residence in the South, a proxy for price level variations, had

he expected statistically significant negative effect on wages for

all groups . Residenc7e in an SMSA, a proxy-for the price level and

dem t,L :7J ificant (in the opposite direction)
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in the wage, equations, as well as for the occupaitiontl prestige levels

(except for 'white young men). White men and women who lived in en

SMBA. were also significantly more likely to have received post-school

training.

The Effect Com }letin Hi h Schoc

0

The direct effect of schooling on the success measures is found

by inspection of the sAooling-related coefficients (i.e., GiAD,

SCHOOLING, and GRDEXP) in the reg: sion equations. In interpreting

these coefficients, it is important to bear in mind that the

drerence group for most of the analysis is comprised of eleventh

grade dropouts. Thus, the measure of the direct effect on each

success measure of graduating from high school as compared with,

dropping out after completing the eleventh grade is:

+

Where: is the re n'ooefficient attached to GRAD

is the coefficient associated with SCHOOLING (the
graduates have completed one more year of high school)

is the nnmber of years of post-school labor market

experience

is the regr lion coefficient GRDEXP,

test statistical for= the differce in success, an approximate

t-test was per the above linear~ combination of regression

coeffieler

Theil i1 ), 11,1. The form of the t-statis.,Ie is

follows:



The me hod of calculating the.indirect effects was described in

previous chapter. Because those effects are products of

regression coefficients, rigorous statistical test for ignificance

ticable. Thus, for the purposes of this study a somewhat

crude test was performed to determine "significance.'" An indireei

effect its -0,04 be "Significant" only if all components of that

,

effect are _ificant in their own right (St.the :10 level in a two-
,'

tailed test). For example, .the indirect effect of tenure on wage is

equal to the product of-the tenure in the wage equation an

the schooling coefficient in the tenure equation.4 Unless both

coefficients are statistically si ni ieant- that indirect effect is not

nsidered ' gnificant."

The total effect of high school graduation on the success measures

is the sum of schooling's direct effeel,e V, us its indirect effects. To

test for the statistical significance d e effects, reduced

form equations were run (Tables 20-24 in Appendix A). The'reduced

form equations have as their independent variablpS all pf

exogenous variables in the analy heiondogenous variables

TRAINING and TENURE) are excluded. For example, the total effect of

4

c133

arG c SCHOOLING varSCHOOLING
2c covGRAD, GRDE)5' 4- 2c covSCE0011NG, GRUM
c2 varGRDEXP

The hooling coefficient" _referred' to here is actually the sum

of three c ficients (GRAD, SCHOOLING, and GRDE)&) evaluated at a
given level experience. To determine the statistical significance
of this linear combination, a t-test was performed. See footnote 3.



jri ot wace h- the rcf the reduccri form coeffleiento

asriociated Lai:EoOL:N(l, aral GRDEXP. In all (wit:11 the

exceptiun of the ,hoidence of unemplo- .rcnt--discus5ed :ator), tne

total offoota derivei H rnh: mar.:4r were airost exactly equal to

the t ta oa _ou;atcni or the hasiH of the recurive ystem.

The advahta.ta.' 4#: the redttoe.1 form eluatioh;3 is that aPproximate

t-atatitica orql: ne fortot,: to tr. tatal eflfectr. Zr the

' wnin. .a etl'irc' it iAltu:ated from tne

t :tatiatic acsoelated wl-b the tetal

:o oa:oilateq fr-qt. the'reduced form ematiohs.

le,- in the alysir are

an As exrected,

abl 7E:1' -;_re ql7hificaht In e>:nlainiro the leave.

hand, we fl:I

THI. ;ILtr,'-,-*--the three vaables that measure the ernihi-a

" tot:weer oralqqtec ah eleventh- mraqe drnucuts--are

i-enera__ a l'"ereht from or wrier evlaateti

snarate'7 cue Year c-)f oxPerience. However, at east, one of

b tre



Table 12 summarizes the total, direct, and indirect effects of

schooling on woges. The first thing one notices is the lack of any

statistically significant total or direct schooling effect on wages

after one year of experience. However, the total relative earnings

advantage of high school graduates increases monotonically over

time, attaining statistical significance for all four racesex

groups (but not until after nine years for white males).

The total effect of high school graduation on wag Is greatest

for the black young men, follpwed by the two female groups, and is

least pronounced for the white young men. Thus, a high school

diploma has differential effect for the various groups. Perhaps

the black young men and, to a lesser extent, the young women have

more to "prove" to potential employers than white males. That is,

potential employers may be more 1, keiy to use a diploma as a screening

..ievice for the more "marginal" labor force groups.

hoot the 0 e story can be told con ..ing the direct 4,ffect of

education on earnings. In this case chy tr_e black young men convert

,
the last year Qr high school to sigr .?et- *higher wages. Although

s::hooling's direct effect on the three _.,Aier cohorts increases over

me xpectel Airection, statistical significance is not

atai%ed. h=ed that the results for white young men

depend rla tne rcfcl-eice i7oup that is used, since each

completed adds more than twentyfive

sett per hmr n th 1' individual's lc.471 wage Table 13 shows how

the di rec ac tact f rraduw,fln varies epending upon the
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Table 1): Total, Dire,'t,

l.rn-o

anl lnlire0t Effe7te ,f Hi gh !lchool 0raduntion on Wagem

4..71r

erre9!, erfa,7t Inliee9, errec4
9nrotwn

I lc%

.031° .01b_

.091b

,re Iraotion

.001

.001

.002

_ ** ,J06
1

-,00l

-.005 .000

.016

.0329 I -.002

1.1-41r

a.r94/r:
.103/ 0.9
_399/

-aX5/

a-41 s't,:: 4.)loar,
.000 -.017

' '3, .001 .0.72t -.003

, -- I 50

-.002
)02

.II00

e

texL.



dropout reference group, The three of per race-sex groups do not

exhibit any significant wage advantage of completing an additional
lb

X

year of high school, except, of cerirse, completion of the twelfth

grade for black 1_,_ Thus, the reference group phenomenon applies

only to the white males. This evidence also tends to support the

screening- `hypothesis disc ssein Chapter II. For white males,

years of schoolin

_ scho:

.,rect 7:f

ed to

important ; for black males d women,

School Graduation on Wages
Different Reference Groups:

Young Men

ears;

z_f

---zer;

litac7-grade
,.,-0-7, _ ,

10th grade
dec outs

911 grade,

J.rly war:e

7iifferences in

hourly wage
eva:ue)

Di ferencea in
hourly wage
(t- value)

_

1

,
.' --

, -

.1i.r- 7 5)

., - 06)**

.3.-; ( 2.65)***

7,90 ( 2. )0)**

. -(1.75)
81 (2.86)***

.564 (3.29) ***

=648 (2.78)*

trc_Jm 7ar

iant at he 1i. level.

at

job ten

Is ma:

ni-

In the case of t Q black

et.

tf.a' ter
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( 2 ) Annual earnings for a given year are equal to the
wage rate for that year times 2,000 hours (i.e.,
the earnings are ad.lusted for full-time, full-year
employment).

(3) All individLlals work Lntil they reach the age of 65.

(,a) The lower bound estimate is based on the assiomption
that the relative wage differential between high
school Kraduates and dropouts remains constant (at
the level of the thirteenth year of experience)
betweer. the fourteenth year of experience' and the
forty-seventn year.

The jr hclin(4 estimate is based on the assItt'l)tion
',hat the relative wage differential inreases between

year experience and the forty-
;ear at the same rate that increased in

tne initia: thirteen yea-- period.

o sets af ha7e neon 7 , first comparison is between

individuals w:tL a irign scrics1 sciid those completing eleven

s.hflws tho :LELEIaL internal rat,

return tc :scr.71,1 w=- f. rrade. r"lo nerTflit comparison with

Iie riup I vt ualo who have left school

'netween zrhs set of estimates uses as

tn_ eference thcse persons whc dropted cot of schcoi aft

tenth vao. Tr this case assumption (1) Was &mended to include

as costs tr,s:. oarni:-147-7, cf

rate sf return ,

eqtimates. 7.snes-, -nclusicts drawn

reseli-e s-itstartstil

,
returns fran * The n.rcl i regariinF the

I -1 7 7 rriM"r-
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grade. However, the rates of return Table 7, particularly in

view of their crude sat cre iricate that completing high school in

any case is a fairly good investment.

The rates of retrs presentel in Table 14 are, in general,

lower than thcze fo-uhi in other analyses f. , Table 5, p. 214). Most

likely, tne reasnh f-r toe disparity is the host of controls used in

thi6 ct. for the lnlvi ica. personal and environmental'

7naracterioticoi lo unditioh, this study used standardized yearly

earhihg eari,:hgo were ad,lusted to 2,000 hours worked

a. otandariiised earnings to 2,000

oodr: year, althsr. has a less direct measure of hourly earnings

tsar. was ==.de nert4, n-kado found that the rate of return to

fin wOlte males was 7

btscent after --- ec.4:,: st nlardication, as sombared with 0

tor-7eh- i sa I Thus, -nntrolTing for the work-leisure

ntaoiariiii:ng ,2aroings) and nch-wage income oubstantially

thtt. rate i,f r--irh to sonpoling.

--A. :a-yea-7_ Ao wad previously mentioned,

ysi.7 had sorts-

- n- q`,_IrVPI!..

410

toe exteh7 toet reen-iy en,o:cyed women is not a random

exists that r-,ay nave

or work iehend,o the individual's

nplimarket work

j
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educational categories tends to understate the difference between

their rnear wage offers and the estimated rate of return to education.
10

Cross-Section Wa e Effects

Because the croE;i-sectlon wage effect of education may be

sensitive to the prevaiiig economic conditions when the cross-section

was taker, see Chatpr 11), the wage results for the young men are

fir Tat The year 1961 was chosen because the

.ab)r market tnat year war reatively "tight," as opposed to the

arf-,

rse' _ab.r sAr,et i _ote results for the young women

when their wage cross-section was

tav' war at "avera 11-).:r market period.

'71

exTp*.iatic i5 nigh sh2,01 dropouts will improve their

:ar when the economic climate is favorable,

re-1r nirildg standards to obtain

:-,reentei in Table 1 support that hy-nothesis.

of ex:oe,rione, never reach a _eve'

ear so t. as :-,oit-:,ficantly i:rPater than the dropouts. 7ndeed,

St hlI= are ever s ttisticaly

the effest sf TANG and TENURE on wages

4- 7. rls7-1 C) as in 1271, years c

nr; the :eve: of 1961

- ' waEes is a

O-nt,t in:erestini! rPs-01t,



Table 15, Frgreda:4; r-r 3 Irlg YeL

Enlav
T(1,2

TRAJNINS
.037 .284

(3.17) ( 2.33)0"

TENURE "r, .004D:
.006

..46)

GRAD -.26- -,L.83 -8.362 -.315 -.188

7-0,51-1 (-0.18) (-0.18)

5THT,C,I7N5
.006. .-86 .10S -.352

( I
1.0). (-1.08)

GBLS)CE
.009 ,096 1.536 007 .148

0,72) ( 1.18)

EXBERIEN"E
-.062 2.993 .317 -.1La

(

.024 .327 .390 -.002 ,230

1.86)"

GENERAL (315-4, ref.

COLLETS TREF.
.583 -.125 .842

0.23) 1.3)
.123

C. 3.13c ( LII 5.30) (

.3_17 _100 --809 .351 .097

:.78)"

RX.TH
-.'o: -1.950 -1.070

(-2.09)"

RARMIE1
.832

.276 .67.9

1.

5otin -.358
-.875
(-8.10)***

SA .170 .8069 .180 .588

.213

CONSTANT ,958 -7,)e3

(-0..01)

1.06) ( 0.06)

R' .295 1Q70 .399

ratic refl
1g 41#1.1- 1;,7::414,0 (.9.716

N
672 672 62 2,58 258

22.72 .18

S61. 6
22.95 .9,

S.E.E.
20,e,

Fet Or % .!er,r'r J._

pmrfor60-1 -f,

%-

* ar

"0 SigrIfIcant al tne
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the 1)71 eTaatien. 'Thus, of 'ichooithg aro more iriportart to

black male youth in relatively 1.H7,1 :arbor marketu, whilq comtion

of nigh school_ rreertia.I i more important in reiativeiy poor

labor markets: That is, keys evideuCe e1.1ploye.T6

i ;!. tne of pducational credentiaTs in

ao' expected).

buscd on te Jata alst howed

t of their relative wage advantage

oye rir. -.7ne I our e.3t1mate for wites (cmrletion of

rcent to Only

eiz,tlmate

fe., -

ii fr: ilI 5 nordent to

11 from peroent to

becau,:.4=: oct 1:ELcr markiat

?to cicice

lo.t,r7ret.e, in t'he lIrtt -f the r,re-Ya=:_lnr

7
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Table 16: Total, Direct, and ' U.rect Effects of High I,choo1 Graduation on 1968 Wages:

; Mung Men

Years of

experience

Total effect/

t-value4

Direct effect/

t-value

Indirect Indirect

-effect effect eff
Ilb

.through througb throli,Igh

training tenure training/

tenure

interactiA

I

-.046Y).2L

.00/ 0.0]

,051/

White ilowig Men

.002

fl 1?

.020

..001

.0014

.009

.000

.000

.000

Black YcAng Men

.051/ 0. 3
.235/ 0.7
.210/

.088 0,52

.11/ 0.88

.1%7/ 0.71

012

.001

.014

.000

.000

000

a These tva1ueL were ,!-_.1lated *!)m the reduced fLrm results presented i Table

11ee text.'

figure in ,he tqhle is statistically significant.
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women--Tables 3-1.1). The remaining, key variablesGRAD, SCHOOLING,

and GRDEXP--are all statistically insignificant when evaluated

separately in the white young men's equation, but at least one of

those variables is indepenaently significant for the other race-sex-,

cohorts. In Lohtrast to its behavior in the wage equations, the

dummy variable denoting graduation (GRAD) is statistically significant

in explaining occupational prestige for blacks. For white young

women, the discrete eddcaticn measure (SCHOOLING) is highly

significant_

The tdtai, direct, indirect effects of schooling on

nccdpatonal pre.3tige are displayed in Table 17. hile the direct

impact Df :dnooling is raner itignificemt in explaining wages
U

except 5cr iack males), high school graduation bears a strong

drect relao'on7 prestige- indeed, for the

whi tne 0 ::ect grows s_roager for each yesr:-f

exberlence. The reverse is true for the black cohortsthe

pretige effect of s:e!ccoling dooli-eo time, reaching statistical

insignifi:2ane sometime after five years of experienne.
1 1

This result is naradoxical, narticulariy in view of the fact
that the re,reiEsion results imply that the absolute prestige scores
decline over time for tlaCk graduates (although the decline is

statist-al-y increasing relative wage

advantages :Duos time for graduates. This finding is likely due to

ar art fa: of -.re research design F2,ecause "experience" is defined

as i°l ear left,-Lchp,7:1 a slightly different definitinn is

use f:r ferna. e iii S er-te-'hm the labor markeNsin the late
1)c1 'c make cf .oig-experience workers, wnlleNhose

leaving 6choc:,1 is the late 1151 and early 1960's are the high-
._ tl,at

programs al :c_i's were 771an'fsed in large par

L 1
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ict. kind Ind

4

rillir7,
,

27
'rot feet/

t- v>ii1uea

Direct effect
ttealue..

Iftaireot effect
through training

indirect er r- et

through tenure
Indirect effect

through t ining/
tenure infarction

.01 -

.02
403

.04

-Young men

4

1.

5

1.46/ 0.k8
3.74/ 1.95"
'5,98/ 3:04***
0.15/ 2.7611" 45.17/

1.36/
2.63/
J.90/

0.49
1.z-m
2.00"
1.7-46

,42.7
1.09b
1.34,4

lilek

1

5

9

4 Ao
5 1.76 .0

.19/ 0,87

.46/ 0.21

4.9

..

-

1-59,*
1.51,6

0.42
-0.26

.
.

1.07b
1.20

- .03
.05
.10

.16

.001
-.01
-.01
-.01

e ypmea

1

5

9

2.55/ 1.77"
3.94/ 3.60"
5, 31/ 3.3.11m

2.5""

2.12/

..7,
6.1._''

1.40
r,a,*

:A8...
5""

.47h

.376

.23 4

.0t,

X06

-.01 ri

.00

.00

sick yo

5

9

13

4.45/ 2.2 ?*
2.54/ 1.66"
.8'7/ 0.33

/-0.1'1

3.05/

1.67
Ao

1.95'.
1.6..

o.07

:11
-1.12b

.24

-38

1

,00

-.01
-.01
-.01

a These t-valoem to!TP
e red4cel f,rc

b "Significantly', is f" rr,.fm -i . s.rp. ',:.

* Significantly lif'ern* fr ,m 7,.4,_) at .
-n

#.* SieniriCtly ii fir_ rr M Zer at th .'_;!, :eve;-

ems .51,01fleantly different frUM zero at the,..J1 level-

m zreaent'e0 in Tables 20-.23. See

text..
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ng.to the total effects of eladuation, we n

in general, not much di ferent fr om the d irect effects. Only in

or

higher.

-.- YouW re the total effects -hb illy

As in the leageTipations, training initially makes a lSrger

contribution to success for the white males, but over time the'

increased relative amount of tenure ip.tore:).mportant. However, the

increased job tenure of graduates cpntriWee'little to the

t
occupational prAstige differential for the other three groups.

The higher probability that male graduates will ceive post-

school training, the positive impact of training- job status,

are refle-cted.in Table 15. While training is also a significant

determin ccupational .prestige for the young women; the female

h!gh school graduates lose their relative training advantage over

time.

Th e E -tot S_ho ol Incidence 7e and

Although the effect of TRAINING on both

.

statist.lealt:i usighificant

in 'Ole 7he effec
4

nt measures

in all cases, TETTITE ip signiftcant

of the three other majoT

thrgurh employers hiring blacIigrgduates at higher opcupationai levels

(or sim.;-,ly ......y
re.21a5oirying eccupations), rather than by ihcreasipE,

rst lob., h fell ater -avfng school) was calculated for black male
wages. M to est: thieh otlirif;, the me Dunc index score of thean an

fi

;.Traduatesiwht.) lefthigtIloschpot durifig the 19604. The find

,Ionfixnp1 tAat-it),N. meh who-uaduated 'atter065111Mteed-job_ having
sui,stAhtiadly nigher tp-resticte'Xcores thlom thoN graduates who left

school hetweph ,A.,) a!': ),,L, (A.', Arsus) 11.11). -
A.- ' '.

, u

i 4 q

1:L411110i. : mayirnear ti this re:q14.-,nshipi.1 little more than

a tautol'OF7: it must ', 1-nrne '- mind that since TEMA:U.: refer

months nf s "%t5n-r , n- :-irr-4,-* "!: -- " I^It pos4re t.-1

7urrer;ty !ill,r-71:, t:a-: 'owl_ 0 . tenure .

do

r

7

'10

I
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a

variablesGRAD, SCHOOLING, and GlibEXP--are general

except SCHOOLING for whit'

"NW

young men.

r

Tables 18 and 17 prelOst the total, dir et, end lnd

of graduatioh on the nemployment measures. Legore disc

results.' a few words,

iincidencF

.e.ecuja

1.
in order es erning the disc41repan

eet effects

into those

in the

loyrnent equations 60tween:the'totral effects as

recursive results, and the total effects
)

d by t o reduced form eq oations.

only in these

previously mentioned,

equations were the reduced A total effect

drfferen from theeursive system total

Conc. n

reducr-,1

form,
V

le ii root -t and the indirect effects

1:-.3 ant!, fferen.ce in 'this study between the

and4the recursive esti

binary rar ihles

tralr t.ake thir act.;ual valuen

qmage, ri.1 in leate,!

rfo

curs

thrit

v e

r

which

I the reduced

ence q .umempl ent and
4i

zero et one) whereas in

these variables are defi ned ap Vbb4iitty

t

n ng, its meae urrar doe- 11 ie

the latching1 effects for the 4thr

4

11 erre 1 np10 nt equations,

proba ility reapures,

two sefof total

effOhtS 1 in

sir= _ more "tr

afe reierre4 t3 in the remainder

than e
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Oridustion ce the leei

Tad

Walk-4 fatit,A.

t.etl Initirect effect
tiro* traleteg

-Joun Hem

.003

tkiespl?ntree

Iftreoet 'Met
Wawa term.

Tmthict erect
rough trdata

taw*

Mack Twill Mos

044_

.,133!
.233u

-.005
-004

-.243

-.051

-.085

1 c ;42

-"9
1-:262

'11 = 425

4.

007

.006

0011*

a

.06; 4007 AW

:012

013

W text for 0 'anstt

*from the rOduCe4 ors !..4

b 401Shifieentle III Went

J. Siolficent'si Lifertiet
log 1 1 go1 fir aptly di 'nett

0" Stmelfiemist17 dIff0r1t0t

4

4

/melt ion of tic sets of

1,resented ti Tables '0=23.

mit oft. See p. 60:
free orn et the .10

KO ter° at TN, flfilvoitow.
from zero it the .U ievel.

0014e Theme total itt.

-4.



andIndireet kffect
pprit1om of

.A---

10-
tterg---=-Agj

Total. e_

t-v

Direct effettj
- u

Indirect -_ '

..

tnr,ough.traitioe

ind1r_ -effet
througO teadre

Indirect _

through LAMP*
nurALrsstioa

-
,

i.!,

1 .94,0.77
.611 0.53

0.48
0.11

.7600.61

.93/ 1.16
1.10/ 1.30
1.27/.0.98

:
N.

=*t'02'
. -.0

.i.-

21
.

.

.01

-.01
-.02
.43

-

.

6

. 0,-0.47

3 .42/-1 -0
- 68/-1 _

-I.93/-

-1.1P-0.4

..

,4 .

.04

.01

n

-.

13

.671 -0.78

.15/ 0.25

.59/ 0.08

.73/ 1.16

- :10/-0.93

.7- 3/ G.50

1.45/ 1.47
2.57/ 1.67

I .06
-..230

w .50
, .806

.02
. .or

.01.

.00

a .unt

1

5
9

.63/-0.46

.221-0-19.

.21/ 0.11

.63/ 0.21

,

75/-0-55
3e/.0.27

1-35/ 0:72
2,40/ 041

- .

-1.116
.1.73b .04

I

a These t-value_ c I rig. 'reduced fern_ rite

b 81graiticantly" d fferent from zero. a 40_40.

Signfficantly d fferont from zero the .10
Significantly difeilent from zervaat the .G5 _

. 31491fiCantlY differept froo,toro atzthe .01 ANC., .,,..

Preamisted in Table See
text.
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he text.. Consequently, the indirect e n Table

The effect of schooling on employment experience is most

pronounced forthe black young men. Forithia group, high school

graduation implies a significantly lower 'probability of becoming

unemployed (Table it. Indeed: for all gro4vilifibept black

females) graduates are significant1,v less likely to bec

unemployed-

total effect

over

sigti' Turning (with appropriate u to the indirect

effects of schooling on the probability of unemployment, it appeard

his advantage increases -Over time. Alth

hooling also increases in the expected &rection

for black young women, this lonship it not statistically

that the increased tenure that graduates posSess (except black males)

ong determinant of their more favorable emplbyment e e nce.

-nhtbl reeeliking_rrekling sppeats:,to

incidence of unemployMent

on their exp.__

unemploye

time

.41aLie

exT

N6 fiaurc

the I' lack female _aduates

e profiles, sighifit_!antl

-; stat::

the white

re, at some p- n

kely to be

male graduates w f e likely, over
,

die in telp,of weoN5 of unempio

malp graduate:2i we're,

_mpioy

levels4f

hart the dropouts (*although

p

'rt, post-so -7 ng was not



time for any race -sex group. However,-the indirect, effecX

tenure on hdpkh measures of unemployment experience was 4gignificant"

the expected direction foi white males and both groups of females.

possible explanation for the gradua having mor weeks of

ent than dropout- lis that the' former may be less willing

"marginal" employment,13 and/or Are less likely t

rily out oft- a r force after e riencing a job

0

ul 1

6



This'his study hal used a r iI! __ate-analysis to asce aieth

extent to which graduatir from high school confers labor market.
411.

benefits on youth,in term of their earrings, occupational status

and ungmploynient ex er4e Given the diversity` Of dependent

variables and tAE !act t at jjara,te

g men and young women' of eadb racial

ses have seen made of

t'is perhaps not

surprising that the vidence is somewhat mixed. Ne theless, t

'ht tsubstanti,al labor- market benefits.for,All

decade or so or labor

Prn0 ALI
cm,

nounced imtrreditely Uppn la.ving school, they

t
cep between graduates and dropouts_

thirfpn

fngs pr

dropouts (Figure

I I s

occupational 0-,atus

rani( c,ver time (Figi

the ack-re males graduates en oyed

nevi

-h

he same

orcup l stat

. 4
howev.r P.I%cks

eeil graduates- and drupouts
.

of\youth ex(

greater imm

unemployment that dropouts, ;7hIch,..wtdened over time.!
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41.

young women there was no appraiable differenee

case of duration of unemployment, ithe,early advailt age of black

g]

(actuAllt ec

uates and of both racial groups Of women deteriorated over

ng negate for the.femsae Aradnates); while was

,little difference between white le graduates and aropouts1-(Vigure 6).

The contribution of high -school graduation to labor market

success occur in part_ indirectly, as. the ret of its influence on

training and tenure. That is, hip s

have rece ived post-school training and to

. 4
hoof graduates were more likely

have bUi t up greater

job tenure than dropouts. Because tra ning A. tenure have strong

independent effects on succesm, the graduates substalttially --eased

their advantage by6greater investment in tpese types of post-school

training activities.- One of the contributions of this study has

been the use o a. recu±skye model that allows, the meas urement of

these indirect effects of 4chObling. 'Altho human capital theory flo

acknowledge::, that hurn4n capital vast -s ry be complemehary in

cces A careful literature 8earch.has rvealed"producticvl

nu stuc av d a multi-equatirm approachl-for de rani ng

the snur7e of'the berlef ts of aducatiorK The findings of thl:e7+,st'udy

labor market success models are likely

seriously limier: °t to the return _ _d

hei Cons
i

Final y,,

ion if traiftingeand tenure

id frc- F--gest that measured returns to

dependinr on the economic climate at

he Measurement is made. Wage differences between male graduates
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opouts na

and 1971 relatively

91

dropouts relati've to. graduates. we

labor market than t °se'
411,.

4

education, which was

As expected, the posit1on

substantially Bette in the tight

-et of 1971. The effect-of

of earnings in 1971leant Bete

4+
for the male youth, va§--founci tO be statistically insignificant when,

1)68. Presumably, employers relax his4ng-standards in

' labor ma:

The

calcula

which Aecreases4the relative advantage accruing

te- in the rate-of-return

ThP lower tour

--.tie"lvesults were far

-is 1,

the rnal rat

-n 197]data.

_trn for whites

_ar elevNi 'eare) fell

."1

e the bound

oo 1111kPt-
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a

schofpling ovea.the chances for labor market gluccesss second

while schooling,per s, has a positive impact on success; education's

positive influence on post-school training and length of job tenure

also considerably increases the probability bf success. Thus,

human resource policy may be made more effective by encouraging

.dropouts to receive training andLor by encouraging greater job

tenure by makirig these individuals more attractive to employers. To

the extent that employers and/or training program administrators -

ration training opportunities on the basis of educational attainment,

human ce policy should also.be directed toward removal of

these barriers. On the other hand, theory (and some empirical

evidence) suggests that high school graduates receive a higher return

than -puts on these post-school investments Lcause of the former

better foundation. To the extent that this is true, training and

1
tenure may not be so highly beneficial to dropouts.- Further

investi ;ration of this relationship is one direction for future

h.

Fin, there is ev dcnce that the contribution of education

n,gs is not linear (at least in a loose labor market);

t tat. completion of the twelfth year and receipt of a

advantage than completingc_cmpletin any other single

pl--exrept ft r white males. That While

If ortant. determinant oft rir i tit)

t



- 4 e- nings white MaleS, coMple_ion of high sch4 O1 is

k .

and both' racial groups ofl young *oMen. To- Vhd
i , ..

for black males

lattar three grotii's there-is a substa.n di contin

,

in the e4urn' education at tweli.re years. Thin s s that

P
ice for

these grourN. In_erestiugly, there is noi;evidenceto upport the

employerS"maY se thehigfi school diplo

screening hypothesis when the wage measurements were ode for. the

4-

youth during tife tight labor mart of 1968. Again, probable

L

reason for this .re.sultis that, employers relax hiring,5standards during

N

periods of high labor demand; reducia
4

athe degree-holders.

However,

the rel ve advantage of

be acknowledged that the screening effect cannot

be rigorously tested with the data available in this study. A

rigorous tc would require one examine the schooling process as

well as'e.nr(lyer hiring practice e whether skill-crea tion occurs

more rapidly in ttte final year of school or whether employers simply

p etion of schooling to screen job eplicants for

what believe to he desirable personal characteristics,(

m tivation"Jabill ity, docility, etc.). From the viewpoint f the

individlmi, the difference is academic,; those-with high school

rise size

diplc more likely to be emplo-

from the vie?int of public'policy the difference is signif

If schooliag i only a screening device, educatio=nal erxpans on

However,

unlikely to have much impact on earnings because an increased flow



graduates will - simply promote upgrading of _hiring standards. 2

more d rect test of the existence of screening is another direction

for fUture research.

As much of the discussion the previous chapters has made

clear, estimating the net effects of schooling on labor market

experience is beset with methodological aiffieulties, and'suCh

estimates must therefore be accepted with caution. For example,

the omission of variables that are correlated positively with both

educational attainment and labor -ket success would lead to

bias in the estimated return to education. Nevertheless, the

evidence adduced in this study seems to the author to warrant the

belief that the nsiderable labor market advantages accruing

Three of the four success measures thathiri pompL

ihve- 'gated (i.e. wages, occupational prestige, and

support (in varying degrees) the contention

Iiploma is "worth _." Furthermore, it should be

hat thy'- remlltn presented e are most likely conserva-

P( Jilrity of {gritted variables.- For example',

InemplkJ:

7o1 lege were excluded from the analys

c5,11ege, of course, exists only for high see

t itri advantage cDf a h-i h school

t ign5r In atlditI gin, the !=--- is

5tment 5ide of ,111Fitl,)n; rl() attentlns h,-15
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been paid to Ansu ption benefits. While consumption may have

little bearing on the labor market returns to schooling, it is

certainly not irreliv- t to-ihe overall investment decision.
3

Finally, tke labor market success variables that have been

investigated are not exhaustive. To take only one example, job

satisfaction ( e., nonpecuniary returns) is a significant facet of

the :total labor market experience, but has not bten included among

the measured benefits of high school graduation.
4

On the other hand, the consumption value may be negative. See

LaZear (1977).

Lucas (1977) found that "...(there is a) considerable downward
from estimating such [educational] returns in terms of monetary

returns alone. In essence, this result follows from the inference

hat the pecunigry fraction of total compensation is a declininr

function of schooling for all race/sex groups (p. 557)."
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Tibia 20: 1971 Cro c lors'Begreasion Peialta for Whit# YouMg Red id' Fort

(t-eslues)

IiPlanatory
variables-

n4 _-

WAGE 1971 DUWCAN

IMP=
1 G- C8

cot

GMAT_ 0X
OF

INIX.LOTKIXT

TXAIXIXO

MUNI (months)

ORAIa -. 32 -1.320 2.820

(-1.57) (0.34) ( 0 ( 1.0)
scsomasc .291 2.122 -. -1.801

( 2.82)0,0 ( 1.44)* (-2.- 6 (-2.84)6e6

GREW .033 .584 -, -.067

( 1.20) ( 1.49)* (-0.4 (-0.40)

EEFERIENcE .084 -.120 :423 ,- .188

( 3.37)**6 (-0.34) . ( -2.67) a (-1.23)

ABILITY .018 .481 .002 .020

( 2.87)66* (. 5.33)666 ( 0.19) ( 0.50)
GENERAL CORR. (ref.)

COLLEGE PREP. CI1RA. .048 4.96 - ,174 MO
( 0.41) ( 2.96) 6 77 ( 0.62)

TOC., COMM. CURE. -.047 -.216 .837

(4.47) (-0.15) ( 0.90) ( 1.35)

ES .035 1.013 .098 .345
( 1.40 ( 2.86)410 ( 2;07) ( 2.26)

HF LTH L 714ITATIONS .4.010 .422 2.172
--71)66 (- 2.02)" ( 1.71). ( 2.53)66*

MARRIED .565 4.704 -.433 -1.981

( 6.34)**6 ( 3.71)66* (-2.69)**6 (-3.62)666

SOUTH -.549
(-6.11) 666

SPA .519 190 -.155 .019

( 6.22)616 _- ( -1.00) ( 0.04)

MILITARY SERVICE -.004 28 .011 -.003

(month.) (-1.34) (-0.69) ( 1.98)R4 (-0a5)

COWS A1. -1.558 -23.084 3.667 20.067

(-1.46) (-1.53) ( 1.94) ( 3.08)

.252 .123 .071% .046

Llk__ b d r t1 _ to td 27.336" 12.94." 75... 5.08so

1013 '1018 1018 1018

sn or dep. 3.47 30.20 .26 3.07

Std, dev. of lep, vt1. 1.45 19,12 7.91

S.F.F. 1.6 17.90 7.72

a Set text Pd- e learriptl n 'h"he 4ftnlablee,
b Esti t A -yh :

c Pseudo
4 For the

perrcrme ent ve ri its

** Sighificar.t rti he .

"i 0isnIfi.2sot et the .

3 F-test. wee
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Table 21: 1971 Cross-Sec -m NQr is for B1 7_psn g NOn 8edUe 44 form

(t-vs1 i.es )

rF

DURATION
OF
la. NT

FRAINZDO

TZWARE (months)

571.MLINO

GROW

'EP I1

AA1LiTy

OENEB.A. CU?R. (ref.)

COLLEat FIEF. rum

VOC. COMM. CUPP.

sEn

UEAL78

KATtP:ED

BOIT('

BiASA

KIL17A,

(writhe,

CON5TA57

7.t

.044
( 0.18)

.008
( 0.09)

.044

( 1.65)
.006

( 0.26)
.008

( 1.17)

-.082
(-0.50)

.072
D.66)
.101

(

-.399
(-2.29)**

.295

( 3.23)"
-.683

(-7.06)*
.271

( 2.51)***
508

1.94)*

1.496

( 1.59)

2.72

R.

4.977
( 1.34)*

.211
( 0.15)

-.341
(-0.83)

.021
( 0.07)

.182
( 1.74)A

5.974
( 2.37)
-.499
(-0.30)

.037

( 3.09)

(-1,65)"
3.942

( 2.83)"

2.571

( 1.62),
.132
21)"

.472

.075

86.,§

4126

20.C7

3- .7 9

e0 teW. tar R ,ieti n , these vrArifthie

_.401
(-0.65)

.139

( 0.61)
-.067

(-0.92)
-.077
( -1.38)4
-.013

(-0.73)

.388
0.94)
.163

( 0.59)
-.032

(-0.44)

.826

( 1.92;a
-.878

(-1.80)80

,485

( 1.77)
.030

(

-.934
(-0.40)

.128c

5poss

426

.37

-3.921
(-1.36)*

.3e9

( 0.36)
.169

( 0.53)
-.317
(-1.26)

.055

( 0.67)

( 1.31)
.028

( (1,08)

5.274
( 2.53)1"
-4.386
(-4.05)'"

.640

( 0.52)
.057

( 1.1'2)

.066

3.52 "'

426

5.25

10.69

10.33



Tgblo 22: 1973 Croes.Secti n Results for Whit- Young Women: Reduced Form

(t-eA1ue0).

Ixplamatory
earlables4

D n

.

n vr- files
. A

WAGE (1971
dollar.)

HOSE

INDEX
INcIDENcE

OF
DUlleTIOL

Or
__ _

ENG

TENURE (oonthe)
.

' GRAD -.170 -.593 .298 - 361
(-0.75) (-0.26) ( 0.52) (-0.27)

SCROOLIWG .037 2.822 -.089 ..516
( 0.38) ( 2.88) (-0.36) , (-0.89)W M' . .047 .345 -.098 1 .206
( 1.67)1* ( 1.24)_ (-1.19) k ( 1.24)

EXPEPUNGE .084 .269 -.126 -.443
( 3.36)°" ( 1.08) (-1.77)" (-2.99)6"

A3IL111 .004 .085 .002
e

.035
( 1.27) ( 2.56),e -:,7, ( 0.25) ( 1.77)

GENERAL emir. (ref.)

COLLEGE PREP. CURS. .157 1.784 -.553 *394
( 1.91)* ( 2,19) (-2:3211' 1%81)

COMM. CORR. .155 1.967 -.285 -3.12
( 2.21)04 ( 2.84)041* (-1.46)e ( -0.16)
.036 1.099 .018 .075

( 2.01)* ( 6.15)111
( 0.37) ( 0.70)

MULTI( LIMITATIONS -.290 -.214 .244 1.752
(-2.42)11g (-0.18) ( 0.77) ( 2.46)11#

HARRIED .071 1.058 1.217 -.728
( 1.05) ( 1.57) (-1.19) ' (-1.82)4

0111.0NEN 66 -.P24 _1.209 ..005 -.138
(e3.52)"' (-2.010" 00.03) (-0.36 )

SOUTH -.174
(-2.6511"

SPCA .239 2.103 -035 -1437
( 3.80111 ( 1.42!01 (-0.21) (-1.19)

CONSTANT .947 .392 8.234
( 9.92) (-0.61) (' 0.15)

( 1.35)
.17-C .187 .0559 .026

Likelihocd ratij _s
d

17.7911 9-641" 5511e 3.14m*il

N 972 972 972 972

Wein Of ter,. v _ 5,01 .21 1.78

Std. d 1.7 10.03 5.46

S.E.E. 9.04
.

5.39

4 Ste text rt, k 1,,
b timAted by 'a.1* ,
e pseudo R.
d For the two 1;,(1*.

performed on (An
Significant Kt th.

" Sitxtriri,4nt th,

1

s performed. An "-test von

Y
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Tsbld 23] 1973 Cro etIon Rt e6tien IEes lts for e1scA Your Woven; Bed

tqPItnatorir
vstlAbles'

_ JDie - = r8_rnt siables _ .

WAGE (1971
&nitre)

500E
MICE

INCIDENCE
OF b

DI:ORATION

OF

MIXING

TENURE (nonths)

GRAD '. -.132 3.209 .226 -1.682

(-0.58) ( 1.11) ( 0.35) (-0.82)

eCH0OLING -.010 1.597 -.017 .938

(-0.10) ( 1.341' ( -0.06) -( 1.11)

*MO .049 -.436 -.014 .105
( 1.1.7).0 (-1.03) i (-0.12) ( 0.35)

M_ LICE .002 .426 -.273. -.719

( 0.08) 1.24) (-2.79)666 (-2.94)6"

&MIT./ .012 .121 .007 .024

sOENICRAL CUR . f.)

( 3.03)6me 2.43)6** ( 0.59) - ( 0.69)t.
COLLEGE ENE?. CURE. .131 1.414 -.855 -1.624

( 0.90) ( 0.77) (.1.91)8 (-1.25)

VOCr. comm. CURS. .140 3.960 , -.530 -1.503

( 1.29)* ( 2.89)*** (-1.62)6 (-1.55)*

ts 1 .078 1.001 -.0V -.260

( 3.10)*** 3.16)**6 (-0,44) (-1.16-?'

HEALTN LI:i7TATIONS -.254 -2.666 499 -.440

(-1.61)* (-1.34)6 1.15) (-0.31)

PAAP3IED .127 .641 .375 -.398

( 1.41) 0.57) ( 1.46) (-0.50)

CHILDPFN -.150 -3.055 -.318 -.389

(-1.66)* (-2.68)*** (-1.22) (-0.48)

SOWN -.616
(-6.57)6'

SKSA .14 4.9(18 .204 .658

.89)66 ( 4.06)**0 ( 9 75) ( 0.77

CONSTANT 1.632 3.950 -2.0

,2
R

( 1.65)
.284

0.32)

.224

0.12)
.100c

( -0.2

Litellmeol r t1 g Lis 12.'21 "" 9.86* 39.66 2.13666

N 369 369 369 *9

meu of Sep. vb1. 2.W 39.17

Std. .c,... ,!' 1ep. vbi. .95 11.56 k.34

S,E.E. .81 10.18 7.21

a See tee f)r s 10s
b Fm.t176t.,) by

c

d For .PIP tv, .,-

perfurmei -p
SIP,Ifipmt a, thP

" IF= fj of". af. t.I,P

bleu

teut was performed- Ap ? -test sot



fag* lilLt 2.968 Cross Mimics for Yam itoduced Fern

(t-valaes)

-lensitialr
iab1t

White You', Men e1acx Y e +it Min

AA F. I ;,
,

TRAINING

TERME (t.0 tit

GRAD -.279 -'.071

(-1.27) (-0.29)

SCHC0LIN0 .219
.

..111

( 2.6104' ( 1.33)4
GRD .012 .017

( 0.47) ( 0.49)

EXPERIEVC .060 .018

( 2,57)*** ( 0.75)

ABILIrx, .025 -.0002

( 4.18) (-0.02)
0myRAL Jr.7-1i (rec.)

CoLLE0F PV.FT. cr.1141i. -.072 -.073
(-0.63) -0.37)

Yuc., CC1.0.1. CuRy._ .003 -.152
( 0.03) (-1.304

sm X)38 .057
( 1.61)* ( 1.86)

HEALTH LIMi1ATIDN2 -.011 -.381

(-1.77)" (-2.39)1"
PARPIYD .649 .347

( 7.73)111 ( 3.34)1"
s,-)1J7F -.355 -.893

(-4.03)"" (-8.18)1
SW/ .377 .180

( L.95I." ( 1.56)*

WI IT.U.-; :-.7W --- 9 ) -.006 .013

(-2.13) " (-42.11)1"

CON.-TAN -.989 1.061
(-1.17) ( 1.17)

.213 .384

F-snit:: 21.80"
N 672 258 #

Mere -r- 1,7p, vtl. 3,21 2.54

.94

0..E.E. .74

1`,

varlvbien.
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107

frr refits yeast Oploleatilemme the Siod if with MOO San fa aortal% Moo ~Ng di Per
fissAcerd 1)thoist method* &madrigal' of job dirties. refill too plies* tell we which dieser
WO Mee sera to nave ell of the possible answers before you decide.

H. KNOWLEDGE OF TH)E WORLD OF .WORK =e .young me

AeL HOSPITAL ORDERLY

0 Helps to take care of hospital patients
20 Cletkees food and other supplies for hospital kitchen*
*0 Roth* at hospital desk where patients check in
4 En Doe I bow - SVP ro Sef

Li. MACHINIST
10 Make* adjustments on au

victor engine*
I* 0 Repo** electrical equipment

0 Sete up sod operates metal la
wieder*. buffers. -Lc.

4El Don't know -StUr to Cei

tiel. ACETYLENE WELDER

0 Dail& wooden crates to hold =Ss of Gentle!" gee
101-Jean 8 rig torch to Cut metal or pun pieces of

metal together
I n 0, at.% a machine that stitches the soles to the

upper parts of shoes
4 n Don't know Sg/PtC, 1) -1

bile. Airplane, *ad

shapers.

0.1. STATIONARY ENGINEER

10 Works it a deck, making dustings and solving
engineering problems
Drives a locOMOtive that moves cars -und in
a freisht yard

on Operates end maintains such equipmen
*team boilers and gr neratorn

4E] Don't know -SKIP to E-1

ATISTICAL CLERK

0 Makes calculations
a calculator

10 Sells various kinds of e rie.hinen and
office supplies

D collect. tiCket, at sport, events and other
types of entertainment

[7] Don't boor: - .5A/P it -I

a.

en adding machine or

Fil. FORK LIFT OPERATOR

D 0129,4(911 4 machine that makes a certain kind
of agricultural tool

0 Operates a freight elevator in a warehouse or
factory

I El Drives an electrical or gas powered marhine
to Move material d vtorekcm,e or bruin,

4 El Don't know - skip j, 6.1

Cl. iGONEMOST

Prepare,. re.mie ,o a hospital. hotel, or other
such establishment

ID Dora research or such matters as general
businese conditionn, unemployment. et,.
Assists a chi-mist in develop inr enrmecal
formulas
Don't know - Ck,/P to /11

01,,z2. Mew meek +eyelet tehmtling de yee think
Istsoplael Waffles estrelfg hay*?

0 Lose 1k.. high school diploma
I El A high *duel diploma

0 Some college
4 0 College Agree

Don't Leas

w mock mauler achoolina di go think
irseebiolsts moonily' have?

I 0 Laos than a high stall diploma
2 0 A high school diplprna

Some roller
College degree
Don't know

C-2. How mock rogalor schooling do pee Mink
acetylene weiders usually hove?

El Lens then 4 high school diploma
2 0 A high school diplomas
3 0 $3310-22iliert .

a El College degree
Dos% know

Hew notch regular schooling do per think
stotiassep anginoors usually hay.?

t Liss thane high uehool diploma
I 0 A high school diploma

0 Some college
4 C] College degree
1El Don't know

Ea. Hew meek regular schooling do you think
stotistleal clerks usually have!

I M Leas than a high school diploma
20 A high school diploma
$ D Some college
4.0 College degree

0 Don't know

F.2. Mew much uvular _ling do you think
folk lift opotaturs usuolly hare

0 1-222 than a high school diploma
2 El A high school diploma
Ifl Some college
4 0 College degree
an Don't know

How eh regular schooling do you think
aceraroists usually ho-vs?

t 10 lees Ikon 9 high school diploma
2 n A high school diploma

C]_ Some college
College degree

$ Q Don't know

I ri
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N. KNOWLEDGE OF THE WORLD OF WORK - Continued - young men

7. NO. MEDICAL ILLUSTRATOR 11.1 HOW ouch mauler schooling do you *hint
medical Illustrator! you/illy novo?

1 2 Hoods %mole and equipment to* surgeon
daring an operation , I = Leo. than a high school diploma

Dornonotrates the use of various t$ pen of medicines a =: A hie school diploma
Maws pictures that are used to teach anatomy and 3 fl Some college
Sarreal operating procedure* 4= Collor degree
Don't know SKIP to I-I $ 0 Don't know

l. I. PRA F T SIAN r ( -2. How moth regular acheeling do pau think
istommi usually hero?

*Are scair tirnsvin go Of products Of eqUi
dll

pre1Cnt

for oustnerring or mAnufacturm a purpose,. i = Lena than a 114 school diploma

S I;=] Mice. aod serve* drink* in it har or tavern 2 = A high school diploma

I [J NAOS or pulls o cart in a factory or warehonoe $C7 Some collect*

a Don't know SAIP to I-1 4E) College degree
$E1 Don't know'

i'.1. SOCIAL WORKER
-la We* 04A regular schooling do you think

*swill wake* novelly have
: i I Rork* for welfai.ogen and help* people

. with *Amnia type _f problem* thew may hoc, 1M Logo than a high school diploma

2 E: Conduct* research on life in primitive sOutectes a= A high school diploma

Writee newopaper stone, on giarririttea, 2 2 Some college
isogisomentm birth* and similar events 4 Ei College degree

4 [1] Don't know SAW 10 08 $M Don't know

as I Ilk* your salmi-- #n whether opt* in certain occupations *am mere. on _roma, on people in other

ultimo**. By gyilfif*, wy moan file overage of Oil men M thoo occupation in tho entire United States,

Rho do you think earns more in a tom; o mon who it

a, i Ell An automobile mechanic
or tEl Do know

2 D 44 electric 44?

1 El A medical doctor . . .. , . .

or 0 El Don't know
3E: A lawyer?

c. I D An mercinautirol engineer
or Don't know

a[] A medical doctor?

[I] A truck driver
Cr o El Don't know

a [J A grmzery store clerk? )
a. r D An unokil led laborer in a at eel mill .. ,

at 0 don't know
2 i= An unskilled laborer in a shoe factory?

f. 1 ErAiiwyer
or n

2 0 A high seh I teacher'

g_. 1 Ej A high *cheap ac-her
e o Don't know

2 Li A janitor,

i.i 1 El A janitor
Sre- o don't know

2 n A policeman,'

While. msworing Smcflon tt avoo another person pros

E2I Yee .E-1No Goto Stetter* I

Would yeu soy VI puroon ,OfluOriC44 the r(looffelene i onaw #rs1

n yes I--] No



V. KN0ti EDGE OF T OR OF WO young women

1. I'd Lite your opinion OhOOf the kind of work that women in certain labs usually de. Far *rick ateuhatian on thiscard (Sand cord to reypqnyient) than are throe deorraptions of job duties. W II you please hell low *vital dascrie.yet think beet Cite each job? Be sure to read oil of the possible answers before you decide

A. ASSE/AiLER

t 0 Puts together and fines machines used on an assembly line

10 Takes broken pests of sin assembly line and sends than to
saw) area

,C) Works on I production lin

4 0 Don't know

B. KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

10 Operates a yylsehipe wtilch sends tel

a 0 Opp/atat a machine welch punches holes in cards used in
computer,

Operates a cordless telephone switchboard end pushes
switch keys to Make telephone connections

4 0 Don't knew

C. SARK TELLER

I 0 Checks hank records

I 0 Talks to versons who want to borrow money

eceixes and pays out money in a bank

DOW t know

D. DEPARTMENT STORE BUYER

10 Selects the items to he sold in a ,action dep
store

mint

20 Checks on the courtesy of sales people by shopping at the
more'

n Buys department [torts th

4 0 Don't know

about u bar

E. DIETICIAN

s if Oi ts on tables in a restaurant

1 E Suggest exercises for persons who we ore

Plans menus for hospitals sod schools

a r] Don't know

ell ick

=

sag kg I'
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. KNOWLEDGE OF THE ORLD OF WORK Cntin Oun women

Cooties's,

*I1 STATISTICAL CLERK

0 Solves business problems Using a computer

2 0 Makes calculations with *Wins machines of a desk calculat_

0 Prepares bills and statements far customers

4 0 Don't know

G. NURSES' AID

0 Teaches nurses how to take core of patients

2 0 Testa blood samples of hospital patients

a 0 Serves food to hospital patients and performs Ochs, duties
to make patients comfortable

a 0 Don't know

N. SOCIAL WORKER

10 Conducts research on life in primitive gocitt

t 0 Writes newspaper mho* on marlin's, engagements, births,
end similar events

s 0 Works for a welfare *Sect), and halos people with various
type* of problems they may have

a 0 Don't know

I. MEDICAL ILLUSTRATOR

1 0 Drlfwg pictiteg of medical uniforms for use in ads

0 Tooth's medical stmlents correct °persons procsclurel

s o Draws pictures that are used to mach anatomy and stucco'
esoratins procedure

a 0 Don't know

J QUALITY CONTROL GIRL IN BAKERY

0 Finds out if packages of pastries era the proper weight

I 0 Tana bakers *hat to do

Keeps records of how much breed is sold

a 0 Don't know

=

Ile answering Section V. was another parson present'
Yes s 0 No Go to 62

Weald you say till Person influenced
t 0 Y.,

rttorrdent't

Ne

-rt
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The Center for Human Resource Research

The Center for Human Resource Research is a policy-oriented research
unit based in the College of Administrative Science of The Ohio State Univer sity.
Established in 1965, the Center is concerned with a wide range of contemporary
problems associated with human resource development, conservation and
utilization. The personnel include approximately twenty senior staff members
drawn from the disciplines of economics, education, health sciences, industrial
relations, management science, psychology, public administration, social work
and sociology. This multidisciplinary team supported by approximately 50
graduate research associates, full-time research assistants, computer program-
mers and other personnel.

The Center has acquired pre-eminence in the fields labor market
research and mappower planning. The National Longitudinal tiryeys of Labor
Force Behavior have been the responsibility of the Center esince 1965 under
continuing support from the United States Department of Labor.- Staff have been
called upon for human resource planning assistance throughout the world with
major studies cund'icted in Bolivia. Ecuador and Venezuela, and recently the
National Science Foundation 7equested a review of the state of the art in human
resource planing. Senior personnel arm also engaged in several other areas of
research including collective bargaining and labor relations, evaluation and
monitoring of the operation of government employment and training programs
and the projection of health education and facility needs.

The nter for Horn .n Resource R esearch has received over one million
collars annually from government agencies and private foundations to support its
research in recent years. provAtng support have been tpe ILs. Departments of
Labor, State, and Health, Education and Welfare; Ohio's -Health and Education
Departments and Bureau of Employment Services; the Ohio cities of Columbus
and Springfield; the Ohio, AFL -CIO; and the George Gund Foundation. The
breadth of research interests may be seen by examining a few of the present
projects

The largest of the erit projects is the National Longitudinal Surveys of
Labor Force Behavior. This project involves repeated interviews over a fifteen
year period with four groups of the United States population: older men, middle-
aged women, and young men and women. The data are collected for 20,000
individuals by the 1. S. Bureau of the Census, and the Center is responsible for
data analysis. To date dozens of research monographs and special reports have
been prepared by the staff. Responsibilities also include the preparation and
distribution of data tapes for public use. Beginning ti.n 1979, an additional cohort
of 12,000 young men and women between the ages of 14 and 21 will be studied on
an annual basis for the following five years. Again the Center will provide
analysis and public use tapes for this cohort.

The Quality of Working Life Project is another ongoing study operated in
conjunction with the cities of Springfield and Columbus, in an attempt to
improve both the productivity and the meaningfulness of work for public
employees in these two municipalities. center staff serve as third party
advisors, as well as researchers, to explore new techniques for attaining
management-worker cooperation.
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